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JUDGE COOLEY MAY
GO TO CALIFORNIA.

TWO MISHAPS
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J

of

evening, March 21. The full quota of
a
133 men has been enlisted and
Reported That He Will Leave Alamo-gordin a Few Days for the
number of applicants are on the waitTO
Benefit of His Health.
ing list.
Requisition Issued.
Governor Mills yesterday afternoon
Special to The New Mexican.
of
on
the
governor
N. M., March l'i. Cai-tai- n
issued
requisition
Wants New Mex- He Starts Out cn Chicago Alamogordo,
for Successful Outcome
District Court Is Kept Busy California
E. F. Cadwallader, the proprietor Hope
for Jackson V. Isbetter, Ballinger
Unon
ico and Arizona to Vote
of the Mountain Park Nurseries, ar
Trip Under Rather
With Jury Trials and
who escaped from the penitentiary
Expressed by Knapp
rived
bore
24, 1909, and is now under ar-- I
and
prospertoday
ugust
reports
favorable
on Question
and Neill
Auspices
Other Matters
ous times at his place. Mountain
rest at Los Angeles. Isbetter was sen
two
Park is the half way station between
tenced from Grand county lor
in March 1909, on the chirge of
and Clouderoft and Cap- NO PEACE IN PENNSYLVANIA
Alamogordo
ADDRESS
WILL
MAKE
NOTABLE
ytars
INSPECTION
NATIONAL GUARD
tain Cadwallader is known to many
assault with a deadly weapon V tele
summer visitors at Clodcroft as the
gram from A. A. Galloway, chief ot po"Flower Man." In adition to his al- Call Sent Out for Vote on State
lice of Los Angeles, was received yes- President Taft
ConservaSigns Bill for Executive's Position on
Appointment of Superintendent terday telling of Isbetter's arrest.
fine flower garden, he is now
ready
tion Will Be Further
Wide Strike Among
Assignment of District
of Penitentiary Will Soon
preparing to plant several hundred
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mounted
AnDefined.
Los
for
more
dollars
Union Men.
of the finest flowers that
Be Announced
Judges.
police, left last evening
home.
can
be
Isbetter
America
in
found
or
to
Europe.
bring
geles
National Guard Promotions.
16.
March
Washington, D. C, March 10. Pres- Fine flowers are not only a hobby for
Chairman
Special to the New Mexican.
Chicago,
While it is generally understood
6.
No.
Orders
Special
March 16. Secretary of ident Taft left here this morning for Captain Cadwallader, but also a profit- KnaiH) of the interstice commerce
Washington,
that Governor Mills has about made
The following promotions in the
tomorrow he will at- able pleasure. He grows in addition commission and Commissioner of Laup his mind whom he will appoint su- National Guard of New Mexico are I the Interior R. A. Ballinger has sub- Chicago, where
cherries and bor Neill, mediators under the Erd-niaamend- tend the St. Patrick Day banquet of fine apples, peaches,
to
the
mitted
Senate
the
of
the
proposed
penitentiary,
perintendent
announced to date from February 19, ments to the New Mexico-Arizon- a
delicious
of
varieties
berries.
enChimany
From
a
Club.
Irish
the
made
for
be
not
will
act, left for Chicago today to
announcement
Fellowship
lbiO:
vote be cago, the President will swing around He reports that Colonel Joshua Rey- undertake the adjustment of the conthat
a
act,
executive
chief
as
abling
the
providing
two
or
day
Charles D. Church taken at the time that a constitution
the circle to Rochester, Albany, New nolds, the well known New Mexico troversy between the western railwants to be certain that he is select- to First Lieutenant
vice
be
Bujac promoted.
captain
is voted upon, whether the manufac- Haven and Providence and will return financiar is now preparing to build a roads and their firemen and engine-meing the right man for the place. New
Bertram H.
Second Lieutenant
Both expressed hope for a sucture, sale and barter of intoxicanting
on March 2:!. The fine summer residence at Mountain
candidates for the place are being
first
be
lieutenant, liquors shall be tolerated in the new to Washington
to
Schwerdtfeger
mentioned but it is understood that
automobile narrowly es- Park, having bought a couple of acres cessful outcome.
President's
vice Church promoted.
states or not, the vote to be yes or caped running down a woman while of choice land on the Cadwallader No Settlement of Street Car Strike.
they have entered the race too late.
To date from March 12, 1910:
no.
March 16. DespairPhiladelphia,
the President was on his way to the farm. A number of others are preIncorporation.
Second lieutenant Elmer Marsh to
no
is
in
mind
There
doubt
here
build
further
to
of
Mr.
summer
any
making
toprogress toing
houses,
paring
car
The
filed
stopped
Incorporation papers were
be first lieutenant vicit Frost, trans- that the statehood bill will pass at an station this morning.
the
of
street car
settlement
the
ward
just in time to prevent an accident. Cadwallader being also about to make
day by the Model Grocery Company ferred.
was
Notification
date.
with the
strike
conferences
his
extensive
given
to
additions
through
early
residence.
came
The capiof Clovis, Curry county.
Then, when it started again, it
First Sergeant Fernley Wiley to be
there will be no vote on the court close to
W. G. Roe, superintendent of the company officials, the strike commitcar.
Taft
a
talization is $4,000 divided into 40 second lieutenant vice Marsh, pro- thatcommerce
trolly
hitting
or other important will
tee of ten today took steps to make
of
shares. The company begins business moted.
make only one speech bearing Alamogordo and Sacramento Mounmeasures
until
statehood
the general strike more effective.
the
question
tain
from
has
returned
Railway,
adminjust
with $3,000 and the incorporators and
the
to
the
upon legislation sought by
Captain Church is assigned
State President. Greenwald
sent
disposed of.
directors are: Edward T. Massey, Tex-ico- , command of Company B, First Infan- is Ppnculont
istration but this one is likely to a trip to Clouderoft and Cox Canon. out a call for all membershas
Toff .ttrrn ln.rnv
of the
He
in
of
visited
H.
J.
the
ranch
Lucas
10 shares; S. A. King and Charles
of
reachlnS
far
effct T,hls
try, N. G. N. M.
State Federation of Labor to vote on
Chicago, signed the bill giving thefl,r0V6
A. Davis of Clovis, each 10 shares.
Lieutenant Schwerdtfeger is assign- supreme court of New Mexico the pow be the talk on conservation he will Cox Canon and there he met his great- the question of a state-wid- e
strike.
In addition to est surprise, a fish pond covering forty The Transit
ed to Company B, First Infantry, N. er to assign the judges to the districts make in Chicago.
Secretary Kept Busy.
claims
that
it
Company
20
acres
of
land
feet
and
stocked
deep,
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa G. N. M., and will report in person at will. The Senate also passed the further defininig the administration's
is constantly increasing the number
with
Mr.
mountain
trout.
speckled
found it necessary to decline the invi-- to Captain Church for duty. Lieuten- bill allowing the district
judges a per conservation policy and incidenally
Roe said that he had never dreamed of cars in operation and that there
tation to deliver the commencement ants Marsh and Wiley are assigned to diem of $6 in lieu of subsistence
when showing how the President now
have been no disorders for several
address to the high school graduating . Company F, First Infantry, N. G. N. M. holding court at any other county seat stands with regard to the Ballinger-Pinch- of finding such a fine ranch and fish days.
in
mountains.
the
Sacramento
class at Roswell as his office is being and will report in person to Captain or place than their headquarters.
controversy this talk may pond
He also learned that this place is only St. Patrick's Day Mass Postponed.
ltept very busy and as Governor Mills Bardshar for duty.
took also cause a realignment of RepubliThe following conversation
Philadelphia, March 16. Archbish
'
to
on
visits
Raton, By command of the Governor.
plans to be absent
can forces in Illinois. In view of re- one of the many fine homes of wealthy op Ryan today announced that the
in the Senate today:
place
in the mounttains.
A. S. BROOKES,
Yet, the St. Patrick's
Albuquerque, Las Cruces. Roswell and
Bailey said: "I think Elkins would cent developments in that state in the people
day mass will not be celeother places in the Territory during
Adjutant General. rather lay aside the court of com- waterway department of conservation, wealthiest .portion of the county, the brated at the Cathedral tomorrow, bethe next two months. Mr. Jaffa has Service on Territorial Secretary. merce bill in order to complete a the President's talk will prove of mountain region, is cut off from the cause of strike
conditions, but will be
received word that the appropriation
Service was had today upon Terri work (statehood) that he began forty great
in the fight between county seat, because of impassable held on
8
importance
instead.
April
ifor the Territory this year as draft- torial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by FeGovernor Charles S. Deneen and Sen- roads, the bulk of the trade going to
years ago."
Monster
Coal
Strike Threatened.
administrative
for
includes
A.
ed
$25,500
Ware
lipe Ortega against the J.
Hale: "That is the very thing I am ator William Lorimer. The junior the Pecos valley towns.
Cincinnati, March 16. Only by ad
Lee Glasscock, one of Otero counpurposes, the sum being the same as Construction Company, engaged in afraid of. There are plenty of pro senator succeeded in blocking the govvancing wages can the coal mine oplor legislative years, the appropriation railroad construction work in Quay jects that would be brought forward." ernor efforts to secure state water- ty's wealthy citizens who lives at
erators of the country avoid a strike
will
to
EI
tomorrow
to
Paso
being based upon the theory that a county, but whose accredited agent
to
go
that word. That
Bailey: "I object
at the recent extra
of union miners after April 1, was
territorial legislative session will be Samuel Burchard, is alleged to have bill is not a project. Project means " way legislation Illinois
bring home a 25 horse power automo- the
his
session
of
the
legislature;
development of the special con
"held next spring. However, if the left New Mexico. Ortega sues for
accomOn
bile.
return
be
will
his
"I
will
he
substitute the word plea was that the state should not
Hale;
vention
of the United Mine Workers
statehood bill passes in the form that $10,350 damages for injuries re scheme if that suits the Senator."
panied by Charles P. Downs with his of North America here
spend the $20,000,000 voted by the car
The
today.
It is before the Senate, the greater ceived and the service upon Secretary Bailey: "That is really worse.".-HaleE.
and
Mitchell.
Charles
The order
for deep waterway construc
people
cov- Jaffa is
intimated
unless
will
plainly
that
be
of
matter
to
the
formal
a
appropriation
part
merely
"I supposed it was when I
tion until after the national govern- Downs and Mitchell parties will in- more money is paid the 300,000 workered back into the federal treasury. establish the jurisdiction of the dis- substituted it."
in clude the families of both gentlemen men involved no new wage
ment had taken steps to
agreetrict, court.
District Court.
the work. The view of the administra- accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. George ment will be signed. For the first
The petit jury In the district court
B.
A.
Mrs.
Ac
W.
Bent and
Cooley.
time today the miners
tion with respect to such
openyesterday afternoon acquitted Teodoro ROOSEVELTS VISIT
Mr. Glasscock home from ly acknowledged the presidentof the
companying
is
in
Illinois
in
other
both
and
states,
Togravity
OMDURMANN AGAIN.
Ortega of raising a disturbance.
W.
El
K.
Paso, will be Judge
Stalcup situation.
expected to be more clearly defined
day the case against John Block for
and George A. Byus, who will go to El
known
is
talk.
It
President's
the
by
set
trial.
armed
for
is
assault while
Located at Junction of White and
that the administration holds it will Paso this evening.
IMPORTANT INJUNCTION
The cases against the Montoya brothII
Blue Nile It is Interesting
It is reported that Judge A. W.
be dangerous to neglect conservation
SUIT AGAINST SHEEPMEN.
ers of Buckman, both under sevenTown.
will leave in a few days for
teen years of age, and charged with
legislation and the advocates of deep Cooley
California for the benefit of his health.
waterway systems in the Mississippi,
Cattle Owners of Lower Pecos Valley
raising pay warrants, were dismissed
16. The Roose- March
Khartoum,
Ballinger-Pinchupon payment of costs by defendants. velts
Claim Right of Grazing on
Hearing of Missouri and Ohio valleys hope the MISS EVA SHERROD AND
a second visit to Omdur-manpaid
President's Chicago speech will show
Hearing in a civil case occupied the
town
Open Range.
The
below
is
No
FRANK
WILLIAMS MARRIED.
today.
just
Importance in the
that he has receded from his position
attention of the court this forenoon. the
Nile and
of
the
White
junction
East
Three suits ifor divorce were filed in the Blue Nile and contains much of
taken last winter when he declared
Miss Eva Sherrod of this city, and
Roswell, N. M., March 16. One of
the district court yesterday and in interest. The Roosevelts visited the
against a comprehensive waterway formerly of Tuscumbia, Alabama, and the most important injunction suits
one the fair plaintiff, well known in Khalif's house near the center of
plan, and in favor of doing the work Frank Williams, who has a ranch at
concerning the respective rights of
Santa Fe, requested that it be kept town.
BALLINGER
A.
THUS
SAYS
R.
Incidentally, the Chi- Pecos, were married at 2 o'clock this cattlemen and
by piecemeal.
Nearby is the Mahdis' tomb
sheepmen to the public
out of the "papers." Quite a number and within
escago conservation speech narrowly
enclosure of the house
afternoon at the home of the bride's range ever tried in the west, is being
the
filed
have
cases
been
lately is the tomb of Robert Howard, son
of other
caped not being made at all, because sister, Mrs. Thomas R. Stewart
heard at Portales before Judge Wilamong them the following from San of the earl of Carlisle, who was killed Glavis Charges Nothing But of the possibility that it might result
The wedding ceremony which was liam H. Pope, judge of the Fifth judi"Vane
vs.
M.
Williams
Juan county:
in a personad debate between the informal was performed by the Rev. cial
at the battle of Kenreri while acting
districtand chief justice of the suSuspicions, Innuendo and
Ona Williams, who were married on as war
President and Gifford Pinchot, late
W. Pratt, rector of the Church of preme court of New Mexico.
Roose
Colonel
correspondent.
Intimations.
Lawyers
June 10. 1908, at Aztec. Desertion is velt received more
chief forester. The President was in-- I the Holy Faith. The bride, who is a connected with
prominent resi
case have been,
the
charged and divorce is asked for.
vited to attend the annual banquet of true type of the pretty Southern able to find no
dents of Omdurmann during his visit
J. D. Clark vs. H. D. Abrams, the to
precedent on the parSt. Paul, March 16. The insurgent the Irish Fellowship
Club. At the brunette, was attired in a gray trav- ticular
house.
the
Khalif's
involved in this case.
point
plaintiff asking for $750 commission
movement is something like a fantasy same time the Chicago committee of eling gown with hat and gloves to
Traveled in Dog Cart.
C. W. Merchant & Sons, wealthy
for selling defendant's hardware store
16. At Omdur and the Ballinger-Pincho- t
hearing is the National Conservation Association match. The matron of honor was the cattle dealers and raisers
March
Khartum,
to the Gibson Lumber and Hardware
throughout
of less importance in the east than invited the President to be the prin bride's sister, Mrs. Stewart. The best
mann, the camel corps was in waitin
southeastern New Mexico, western
Company for $15,000
in
man
forwho
R.
west!"
the
Thomas
was
the
mass
Stewart,
Ballinger,
conservation
Secretary
at
Roosevelt
al
cipal speaker
Texas and Arizona, have a large ranch
From Rio Arriba county the follow but as Colonel and Mrs.
,
with "ships of is here to address the Minnesota con-- - meeting in the afternoon of the same est supervisor. The bride's mother, in Eddy county, known as
their
had
experience
filed:
were
suits
the San
ing
venuon uius expressed nimsei'i io- , dav xhe president was about to ac- Mrs. Judith Sherrod, was among those
Simon rach, covering about 325 square
Francisco D. Luna, Jr., and Fran- the desert" before, they would have day. "When you
on
are
the
the
at
riding
wedding ceremony.
cept when he learned that Mr. Pin present
cisco D. Luna, Jr., trading as Luna no more of that for them. They travelThe newly married couple will live miles. They and their predecessors in
plains, the cow on the horizon looks chot might also be one of the speak
& iSon, vs. Ismael Esquibel, to re ed today in a dog cart.
forty, feet high, but when you come ers. The Chicago committee assured at Pecos, N. M. Both Mr. and Mrs. title to this range have had possession
cover $589.96 on a promissory note,
up to it, it's only an ordinary cow," the President that there would be no Williams have many friends in this of it and use as a cow ranch for
DELLROY GREEN AND MISS
A petition for writ of habeas
about 25 years, and have expended on
infrom
ANNA A. EDWARDS WED, he added, speaking further of the
coincident city.
embarrassment
was filed by Patricio Salazair and
it in developing water, building ranch
of the Glavis charges, Mr.
vestigation
talks. He will return by way of New
Ramon Salazar charged with murder"So
houses, corrals, gasoline machinery
has
said:
far
Ballinger
nothing
BY
RAILROAD
ing Secundino Valdez, a Navajo In Drove Here From Cerrillos andRe-Rev. been brought to light, but suspicions, Haven and Providence to New York
and
engines, iron pipes, many miles,
AND
STOCKMEN.
FARMERS
Will
Officiated
C. F. Lucas
of
dian, and confined without bail in jail
innuendo and intimations. These I where he will attend the banquet
long for siphoning water to different
turn This Afternoon.
Peace
Arbitration
at Tierra Amarilla.
the
American
and
will dispel as soon as my evidence is
Topeka, Kas., March 16. The board parts of the ranch more than $50,000.
From Torrance county the following
League.
in."
Invaded by Sheepmen.
of
railroad commissioners yesterday
Miss Anna A. Edwards and Dellroy
suits were filed:
months ago cowmen threatto
Several
and
Gulf
the
Northwestern
to
granted
came
'Cerrillos
the
of
both
Epimenio O. Garcia et al., vs. The Green,
CLOSING ARGUMENTS IN
Railroad Company a corporation fin- ened to move their cattle in upon the
Dominion Construction Company, et city in a carriage today and were SERVED GEORGE RIGHT
STANDARD OIL CASE. anced
FOR GAMBLING.
by farmers and stockmen of San Simon range, and were enjoined
al., claims for work and labor aggre- married by the Rev. Claudius F. Lucas,
western
Kansas, permission to float its from so doing by Merchant & Sons.
pastor of the Methodist Episcopal
gating $2,804.70.
It is Not Likely That Supreme Court securities. The road will run from Alston Brothers, big sheepmen, moved
took
Man
The
Texas
church.
Parted
With
ceremony
wedding
vs.
Eighteen
Perfecto Jaramillo
Alejandro
Will Announce Decision BeOklahoma City, Okla., to Sterling, in upon the range about 30,000 head
Thousand Dollars on Framed
Mansegur, a suit in replevin for 400 place at the home of the bridegroom's
fore May 1.
Colo., traversing from north to south of sheep and it Is said threatened to
Up Wrestling Match.
head of sheep and $500 damages for sister, Mrs. E. Harvey, at 242 West
the counties of eastern Kansas. The bring in other sheep by the thousands.
looked
bride
avenue.
The
Palace
very
wrongful detention.
company is authorized to issue a mil- - j As promptly as possible C. W. Merclos16.
March
The
From Santa Fe county, the follow- pretty in a runcess gown of white
Council Bluffs, March 16. An in
Washington,
lion
and a half of stock and an equal c,hant & Sons sued out a writ of in
brideslace.
The
trimmed
silk,
wjth
ing suits were filed:
teresting witness today in the trial of i' ing arguments great contest over the amount in bonds
The Kleine Optical Company of Chi- maid was Miss Ruth Green who was J. C. Maybray
junction against the Alstons requiring
and his associates dissolution of the Standard Oil Com
them to move their sheep off the
cago vs. A. M. Dettelbach for $249.70 dressed in a gown of mousseline de charged with conspiracy was T. E. pany were made today before the
for reels for a moving picture ma- soie. Mtes Anna Ames of Cerrillos, George of San Antonio, Texas, who supreme court of the United States, BEEF BARON APPEARS
premises. At the same time the court
VOLUNTARILY IN COURT. made an order that the Alstons show
was the flower girl. After the wed said he was relieved of $18,000 in con- How long the court will take to conchine.
New York, March 16. Another of cause at
In Roosevelt county,
Joe Granito vs. W. R. Strasser, an ding, which was informal Mr. and nection with a wrestling match at sider the case no one professes to
Ithe
Indicted Chicago meat packing where thePortales,
Mrs.
Green
to
Cerrillos,
returned
of
know.
court
one
the
it
two
believes
But
from
New
that
Orleans
peace
every
justice
appeal
years ago, in which
presiding
judge of this' disat Cerrillos, and involving a claim for where they will live. Mr. Green is the one of the contestants apparently suf- will not be announced before May 1. officials, Lemuel B. Patterson, vice trict is now holding court, why the
National
of the
son of Mrs. M. C. Green of Cerrillos. fered a severe
Packing
. $49.80.
hemorrhage in the D. T. Watson of Pittsburg, and John president
mandatory
injunction
The bride Is from Stanley but has second bout. He named Joseph E. G. Johnson of Philadelphia, for the Company appeared voluntarily in the temporarythe Alstons,
National Guard Inspection
against
issued,
already
New
common
court
of
been living in Cerrillos.
Jersey
pleas should not be made
Wright, now under Indictment but not Standard Oil and Attorney General in
Captain Frank R. McCoy of the
permanent.
a
and
entered
today
Jersey
City
inWickersham for the government, ad
Third cavalry at Fort Wingate, Mc
yet arrested, as the "friend" who
plea of not guilty to the indictment
duced him to part with his cash in dressed the court today.
Kinley county, has been detailed by SENATOR JOHN DANIELS
charging conspiracy in restraint of WENT DOWN WITH
STRICKEN WITH PARALYSIS the affair.
the war department to inspect the
FORTY IMMIGRANTS.
trade. He furnished bail of $7,500.
National Guard of New Mexico and
MILLIONAIRE CLUB MAN
cometo Santa Fe at the end of He is at Daytonia, Florida, and Phy- EDWARD PAYSON WESTON
will
COMMITS SUICIDE. TREMENDOUS INTEREST IN
Lisbon, March 16. The Portuguese
this month to begin the work by insicians Report No Change in
RECOVERS FROM ILLNESS,
CHICAGO'S
ELECTION
of Azores cables that the
governor
His Condition.
specting the local company. The
New York, March 16. That Willis
Great Bend, Kans., March 16. Ed
Chicago, March 16. As showing the Portuguese bark reported yesterday
dates of Inspection of the other comward Payson Weston left here at E. Davis, the millionaire club man tremendous interest in the forthcom lost in a storm off Pico Island, was
panies have been published by the
Physi- four o'clock for Hutchinson expect and artist of San Francisco, who died ing election which will decide wheth loaded with
Fli., March 16,
Daytona,
immigrants bound for
New Mexican.
cians attending Senator ' John W ing to cover fifty-twmiles by night on the White 'Star line Oceanic when er" or not the second city in the Uni America. Forty lives were lost. Twenty-thWill Muster in Light Artillery.
Daniel of Virginia, who is suffering He is in excellent condition
and she was on her way to this port, was ted States is to be "wet" or "dry", ree
of the passengers and crew
Captain E. A. Lohman of the New from a stroke of paralysis, say that shows no effects of yesterday's ill a suicide, was the information brought nearly 440,000 of Chicago's voters were saved. The governor reports
Mexico Military Institute at Roswell, there is no change in the patient's ness which followed his record-breakinhere today with the arrival of the have registered. This is nearly 11,000 that the bark was an old hulk and inhas been detailed by Adjutant Gen- - condition this morning.
more than ever before registered.
steamship.
tramp of the day before.
adequately manned.
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Old

Wheat

THE OHM

I

INEVITABLE.
(William Henry Venahle.)
Needs much an old man meditate of
Death;
Needs wonder, musing, whether he
may greet
Another budding spring, and hear
the sweet
Carol of mating birds, and feel the

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy
9

I0ID IP.

breath

Of May, that with fresh roses dallieth;
Or if, next vernal year, his weary feet
Shall walk no more, his heart no
longer beat,
Nor shall he wist what any comrade
saith.
Bethinks he then of all he dreams
to do;
Of all he hoped he might be, and
was not;
Counts o'er the joys and sorrows of
his lot;
But most remembers Her and those
dear few
By whom he knows he ne"er will be
forgot.
O best beloved ones, most kind and

Bobolink
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

I

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

true.

Placed in Insane Asylum Sheriff
H. V. Denny left for his home at
He had
Alamogordo last evening.
placed John "W. Hunter in the territorial asylum for the insane at Las
Vegas.
of
Sue Modern Woodmen
May
America Says the McKinley County
Republican regarding a lodge initia- jtion at Gallup: "C. M. Wicburg, who
was seriously injured during the
initiation exercises of the Modern
Woodmen of America, February lGth,
is able to be up and walk about the
house. A representative of the Republican visited Mr. Wicburg last
night and we are sorry to report that
the lodge has so far done nothing
ward reimbursing him for the time
lost and medical aid. His injuries
were incurred during the initiation
He received a sprained neck, cartilage
stripped from the ribs, his chest caved
in and the right lung badly bruised,
he had hemorrhages for ten days. The
past few days he has developed a serious heart trouble caused by the other
injuries. He is a young man with a
wife and two small children. He will
never be able to do any hard work
again, although he may recover sufficiently to engage in some light employment in a few months, unless the
heart trouble becomes worse, in that
case he will be compelled to move to
a lower altitude. Mr. Wicburg will
bring suit against the lodge unless
they come forward with a satisfactory
proposition."
Harmon Held for Murder Agus-tin- e
Harmon has been bound over on
the charge of murder without bond
at Mora. The two LeFevre brothers,
saloonkeepers, have been held in $1,- 000 each for resisting an officer. Assessor Lucas Maestas has been freed
from any blame in connection with
the murder of Ricardo Lobato last
week at Ocate, Mora county.

CALL ApD SEE FOE YOURSELF
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Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
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MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

ods

ds

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
OP FLOWER

ASSORTMENT

A COMPLETE

SEEDS, ALL KIND SOP VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALLPRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION bETS,

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
AIR

I1 A
17

PHONE
BLAOK

CANON
ROAD

Notice fop Publication.

(Serial 03731. Not coal land.)
Department of the Interior,

Undertaker and Embalmer

U. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 19, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Sandoval, of Cow Springs,
(P. O
Lamy), N. M., who, on March. 29,
1904, made homestead entry (Serial
N
SE
03731) No. 7871, for SE
NE 4 SW
SE
Sec. 1, T.
13 N., R. 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore the register and receiver, U. S
land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
14th day of April, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
GarEulogio Sandoval, Victoriano
Filiberto
cia, Francisco
Sandoval,
Martinez, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

J. D. MULLIGAN

r UllCrvALJ
T7T

TTUT7P AT Q Given Careful
Attention

RESIDENCE
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE
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1-- 4
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PHONE
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100

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

TRY OUR

Personal

AND

DONE.
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A?so Good for Chickens
International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

Salt

Grail, Potatoes,

ail

Ms

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

DIAMONDS

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

If C. YONTZ WTCHES
h

MANUFACTURER

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Sorviss

I

HERSCH

LEO

JEWELRY

Cui CIms. China

anH

345 San Francisco St.

JM:iBiil

Eyes Tested and jS
Fitted by Up-tDate Methods
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SANTA FE,
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SCULP
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I
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Established 1856.

16, 1910.

Incorporated 1903.
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SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

Nearly Wild with Painful, Burning
Half Hor Hair Fell Out
Eruption
and Combing It Was Torture-Fea- red
She Would be Bald.

IN

Sure Ladies Garments

DESPAIR UNTIL
CURED

5SSJ5

BY CUT1CURA

" Just about two years ago, some form
of humor appeared on my 6calp. The
beginning was a Blight itching but it
grew steadily worse until, when I combed
scalp became raw and the
my hair, the comb-teeth
ends of tho
would bo wet
with blood. Most of the time there was

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

an intolerable itching, in a painful,
burning way, very much as a bad, raw
burn, if deep, will itch and smart when
first beginning to heal. Combing my
hair was positive torture. My hair wes
long and tangled terribly because of the
blood and scabs. This continued growing worse and over half my hair fell
out. I was in despair, really afraid of
becoming totally bald.
"Sometimes the pain was so great
that, when partially awake, I would
scratch the worst places so that my
would be bloody. I could not
r-tips
sleep well and, after being asleep a short
time, that awful stinging pain would
commence and then I would wake up
nearly wild with the torture. A neighbor
said it must be salt rheum. Having
used Cuticura Soap merely as a toilet
soap before, I now decided to order a
Cuticura
set of the Cuticura Remedies
Soap, Ointment and Pills. I used them
to
directions
for
perhaps six
according
weeks, then left off, as the disease seemed
to be eradicated. But toward spring,
eighteen months ago, there was a slight
return of the scalp humor. I commenced the Cuticura treatment at once,
60 had very little trouble. On my scalp
I used about one half a cake of Cuticura
Soap and half a box of Cuticura Ointment in all. The first time I took six
or seven bottles of Cuticura Pills and
the last time three bottles neither an
expensive or tedious treatment. Since
then I have had no scalp trouble of any
kind. Standing up, with my hair unbound, it comes to my knees and had
it not been for Cuticura I should doubtless be wholly bald.
" This is a voluntary, unsolicited testimonial and I take pleasure in writing
it. hoping my experience may helpsome-on- e
else. Miss Lillian Brown, R. F. D. 1 ,
Liberty, Me., Oct. 29, 1909."

Every garment made to
Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED

finge-

lf

PHONE

FOR HALF A, CENTURY

36

THE LEADING
HOUSE

j

P. O. BOX 219

URYG00DS

IN THE

CITY.

I ft.

AND WINDOWS

Cuticura Remedies are sold throughout the world.
Potter DniK A Chem. Corn.. Sole Props.. Boston.
Free. Cuticura Book on the Skin.
Mass.

MiNOR CITY TOPICS
X
X
Denver, Colo., March 1G.
V Forecast for New Mexico:
X Fair
weather tonight and X
X Thursday with stationary tern- -

perature.

X

Holidays in Las Vegas Schools
March 17, Saint Patrick's day, and
March 18, Arbor Day, have been declared holidays in the La,s Vegas
schools.
Glorious Weather Again After last
night's showers, today dawned clear
and sunshiny. It did not even go
down to freezing point last night for
the minimum recorded by the weath
er bureau was 33 degrees. The max
imum yesterday was 47 degrees in
the shade. For tonight and tomorrow
fair weather is predicted with sta-- j
tionary temperature. The humidity
yesterday averaged 83 per cent, quite
a contrast to the 14 or 15 per cent
that have been the rule for so many
The
days previous.
precipitation
amounted to .46 of an inch and in
cluded rain, snow and hail. Lightning and thunder accompanieed the
storm. A year ago today was clear
and pleasant, quite cool in the morn
ing when the minimum was 23 de-- '
Igrees, and warm in the afternoon
when the maximum went to 52 degrees in the shade. The sunshine
percentage was 95.
Deaths
at Las Vegas Harriet
Emily Sparks, wife of Dr. William
Sparks, formerly of the upper Pecos,
twenty miles east of Santa Fe, died
at Las Vegas while Dr. Sparks was
at Hot Springs, Arkansas. Five children survive. Mrs. Sparks has lived
in New Mexico thirty-on- e
years and
had been an invalid the past few
years. She was a direct descendant
of Commander Oliver Perry. Rev.
E. C. Anderson, formerly of Santa Fe,
officiated at the funeral yesterday.
James Osborn Ball, aged 22 months,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Ball, died
yesterday at Las Vegas. The funeral of Mrs. Elizabeth Crail took place
at Las Vegas yesterday. Mrs. Crail
was aged 65 years. A native of
Germany she came to Las Vegas five
years ago from Wisconsin. She succumbed to an operation. Fritz
aged 25 years, died of heart
failure at Watrous. He is survived
by his wife and three children.

$100 REWARD, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
PILES CURS') IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Toledo, O.
PAZOOINTMKNT is guaranteed to cure
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
case of Itching, Blind Bleeding or ProTake Hall's Family Pills for consti any
in 6 to 14 days or money retruding Piles
funded. 50c.
pation.
Wild-erstei-

OP

MEXICAN FILIGREE
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Register.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
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We can y everything you need in builders; Hardware from the wire
screen on the front door to the outside knob on the kitchen door,
Your houee or building, if propel ly "hardwared," will be much more
handsome than if you give no care to the kind of "trimmings" you use,

WHEN IT

IN HARDWARE, WE HAVE IT.

S ANYTHING

Avici
urnnnn
WArFco

If it's Hardware

har

--

We have it.

WHOLESALE

SI 1

RETAIL

A IS D

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

AVENUE

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

& S. F. Depot.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Leras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
SS?.!A$

ASK FOR A

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)

Room

19

Oatron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

to loan on Santa Ffc Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of Interest

Where else on the face of the Globe you find better Drugs than
those carried by us, our equipment together with experience and
integrity of purpose makes it possible for us to prepare medicines
of a quality unsurpassed by any other Drug Store and which will be
delivered to your door at prices no higher than those charged by others.
PHARMACY

No

ZOOK HAS IT

ZOOK

"Quality Before Price.

PHONE 213

II

J

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 1910.
TESTED AND PROVEN
is a Heap of Solace in Being
d
Able to Depend Upon a

There

Reputation.
For months Santa Fe readers Lave
seen the constant expression of praise
for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read
about the good work they have done
in this locality. Not another remedy
ever produced such convincing proof
of merit.
Pasquale Yanni, College street,
Santa Fe, N. M.. says: "In 1902
gave a public testimonial in favor
of Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
that they had cured me of a pain in
my back, caused by disordered kidneys. My work obliges me to sit
down a good deal and this weakened
my kidneys, causing much backache.
While at work I suffered more intensely than at any other time and I was
very anxious to find a remedy that
would relieve me. Learning of Doan's
Kidney Pills, I procured a box at
Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store
and to my delight, they soon fixed me
up in good shape. During the past
seven years I have had no need of
Doan's Kidney Pills or any other kidney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Every preparation made by the
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
1

n

Small Holding Claim No. 1419.

(Serial 012529.)
Pecos Forest Reserve. Not coal land
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following claimant has filed notice of
his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, liS93 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before register or receiver at Santa
Fe, N, M., (U. S. Land Office) on
April 15, 1910, viz: Jose E. Roybal,
heir of Gregorio Roybal, of Rowe, N.
M., for the lots 1 and 2, and S
1--

NE

Sec. 32, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,

1--

acres.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz.
Visenter Quintana, of Pecos, N. M.;
Ramon Rodriguez, Cleofes Garcia,
15.172

Cal-letan- o

Garcia, all of Rowe, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
above-mentione-

e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
cross-examin-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

I00DTS

HACK LIKE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
die north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
Tlilaag a.cxa.a to azalea Pas
Cona.forta.'ble.

eaa.g-e-

$5.00

FARE

TUT

T

Well-Earne-

Foster-Milbur-
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New Mexico Military Institute

CIS

if

ENFORCEMENT IN

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Val'.ey
the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
tttie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light

CANADA

Example How the Real Estate
Values May Increase in
Time.
Chicago, March

10.

edjand modern 1p all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

Is a city fran-

chise necessary for wireless telephone? That is the new legal problem for the municipal and corporation lawyers which has come up in
Chicago as the result of the sudden
recognition that the wireless telephone invented by a Chicago univer-citalumnus, A. Frederick Collins, is
now commercially
practicable. The
corporation counsel's office is puzzled. Is a franchise necessary, since
neither a central power station, the
stringing of wires, nor the use of the
streets or anw public property is required for its operation? Corporation Counsel Brundage at first took it
as a joke, but now is giving serious attention to the question. The point is
that although the city can prescribe
how the streets and other public
property shall be used, it has no jurisdiction over the use of private property unless such use interefes with
the public welfare. The force of
this argument is apparent from the
fact that only private property is used
in the Collins wireless telephony,
unless the ether can be called public
property under the jurisdiction of the
city council. This question was developed by the success of public demonstrations of the Collins invention
which have been given by Henry W.
Lee, civil engineer, to which Mayor
Busse and other city officials were invited. While the guests were seated
in the theatre listening to the voice
of a man in another building coming
to them over the ether waves through
the wireless receiver, one of the aldermen said to B. J. Mullaney, secertary
to the mayor: "They've got us beaten on the franchise question with this
machine." The subject was unofficially referred to the city's legal authorities for an early solution, before
the wireless 'phones could have time
to get too strongly entranced in
case a franchise should be found
necessary. Mr. Lee and his wireless
apparatus are in great demand, invitations having been sent him by several universities and technical schools
to demonstrate that the Collins invention Is a practical success.
High Price for Beef.
"When packers pay $7 or $8 or $10
per hundred weight for beef cattle
you may he sure they do not so act
from choice," said Charles W. Baker,
secretary of the Chicago Live Stock
Exchange, in a statement in which he
declared that the unprecedented high
prices of 1910 to date for cattle and
hogs on live stock markets of the
United 'States have developed a serious problem to producers, packers
For slaughtering
and consumers.
causes a shrinkage which adds approximately 42 per cent to the live
weight prices paid. "The advantages
which the large packing concerns
as
have over smaller concerns,
brought out at Washington last week,
is in the quantity of business they do
and their ability to make more from
such as fallow,
the
hides, horns, hoofs, hair,
etc.," he said. "The farmer and the
country live stock merchants are
wiser than they used to be. They do

That despondency in women is a mental condition often
traceable to some distinctly female ill
Women who are well do not have the blues, neither are

A

CO!

JAS. W. WILLSON.

0J0 CAL1EJ2TE IfOT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west has been throughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
following diseases: Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula,
daily line o stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperature o these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
These waters contain 1,620.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:

40
y.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

illi

Proorietor.

Caliente, Taos. County-

-

N M

Wells Fargo & Compan
1: xpross

not rush their stock to one market
as formerly, without knowing the
conditions there. They keep in touch
with markets all over the country. It
frequently happens that stock grow- ers in Nebraska will ship their cattle
to Buffalo instead of Omaha because

the complete skin and skeleton in
perfect condition. In the discussion
among naturalists. Dr. William T.
Horaaday doubted whether there was
a species of bison that lived in the
forests district from the plains species. He killed in Montana in 1SC6 a
great plains bison, which until Mr.
higher in Buffalo. There is only one Radford's kill was the largest game
remedy for present high prices for animal ever secured in the New
live stock. That is; to increase the World. Mr. Radford reports that his
supply or decrease the demand, or trophy not only establishes the fact
both. Of course the live stock growers that there are two species of bison
are primarily responsible for the pres- in America, but it also is larger than
ent high prices, although they are the Homaday specimen now in the
only one of several classes who have National Mupseum at Washington, beThe ing 302 pounds heavier, two inches
brought about the ponditions.
government figures show that there taller and one foot five inches larger
has been a decrease, a large decrease, in girth. The masurements Mr. Radin the number o beef cattle and hogs ford gives are: Weight, 2,402 pounds;
on farms in the United States. From girth behind forelegs, 9 feet 9 inches.
personal contact with hundreds of
How Real Estate Values Grow.
live stock buyers and. sellers, I know
From
$2.50 to $195,000 was the inOn
there has been such a decrease.
value of one piece of Chicrease
in
the other hand there has been a
estate in seventy-eigh- t
real
cago
steady increase in demand. Our peo- years. This fact was brought to
ple have come to be more and more
light by the purchase of the Comeaters of meat. The answer is obvious. mon
Co., of 109 acres
The live stock raiser isn't the only
branch of the Chinorth
the
along
conone to blame, however, nor the
river as the site for a new
sumer who has let his appetite for cago
it soon will build. The
the choicer bits of meat get the bet land wasplant
for $351,000. In
purchased
ter of his good judgment. Corn is the
of President Andrew Jack
days
a big factor. Several years ago there son
it could have oeen naa tor ?tu.
were only three or four commercial
Nearly
sixty acres were purchased
uses to which corn could be .put. Now from
heirs of Joseph Bickerdike,
the
there are dozens of such uses. The an
from Yorkshire, who
Englishman
result has been an increase in the
had passed back and
after
it
it
bought
value of corn from 45 cents to CO
forth between trappers and hunters
cents."
for years. The original squatter's
Fine Specimen of Wood Bison.
claim was for 240 acres. It was sold
A gigantic specimen of
by Joseph Curtis May 1, 1832, to
the largest game animal ever killed in
Walton and George McCon-neHenry
either North or "South America, and
for $10. The following May Walthe only one ever killed by a white ton sold the
squatter's rights to the
man, has been secured by a New
Bickerdike for $10 cash
to
property
York naturalist,
Harry V. Radford, and a note for $10 due in one year.
and is sought by the Field Museum The new
of the elecChicago
of Chicago.
Radford's exploit also tric company will plant
be located on the
settled the long disputed question as north
side, between Addison and
to whether the
is a dis Rosooe streets. It will have two
tinct species from the better known
generating stations with six turbine
plains bison. It is. Mr. Radford, a engines in each, each engine to have
member of the Arctic Club, for years, a
capacity of 30,000 horse power. The
has longed for a change to secure total
power available will be 300,000.
such a specimen. The great bull Two turbines are
expected to be in
weighed more than a ton and stood full operation within two years, and
five feet ten inches high. It was the
others will be added as the need
killed by Mr. Radford about fifty arises. The
company now has one
miles southwest of Smith Landing on of the
electrical power plants
largest
the Slave river in the Canadian in the world on the South Side. The
northwest.
This is a wild country, total horse power available at these
but is only a short distance from the two stations is about 300,000. When
Peace river country, which is rapidly the North Side
plant is completed the
filling up with settlers and which will Commonwealth-Edisowill be able
be reached by rail this spring when to generate electrical energy to light
the Canadian Northern extends its and run Chicago to the extent of
branch from the Sturgeon river tohorse power.
ward Fort Assiniboine. Mr. Radford
Taft at Chicago.
tramped more than 1,200 miles on his
President
Taft will banquet in
trip, carrying a special permit from
courses
at taps of a gong,
served
one
kill
to
the Canadian government
if he could find one. He while a guest of the Irish Fellowship
saw eighteen which he thought were Club in Chicago on St. Patrick's Day.
but not until December Those who are fond of good things to
1 did he encounter the mammoth bull. eat and also of sparking table talk,
He was accompanied by an Indian will have to keep their watches In
and in spite of the cold, 42 degrees
wealth-Edico-

catalogue

Superintendent.

i
Tit
genuine ana rename.
Platea, Pa. "When I wrote to yon first I was
troubled with backache and was so nervous
that I would cry at the least noise, it would
startle me so. l bepan to take Lydia E. Piuk-lian- i's
remedies, and I don't have any more
S3 S 'S 6'
my catarrh is
erying spells. I sleep sound and
bt ttcr, thanks to your advice. I will recommend.
vo.tr medicines to all sufferers." Mrs. Mary
llalstcad, Platea, Pa., Box 98.
Walcott, X. Dakota "I had inflammation
which caused pains in my sides, and my hack
ached all the time. 1 was so blue that I felt
like eryinir if any one even said How poorly you
I wrote to you for advice and ffot it at once. I
look
started to take Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, Blood
Purifier and Liver Pills, and I began to feel better and looked
better before I finished the fourth bottle of medicine." 31 rs.
Amelia Uahl, Walcott, X. Dakota.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
standard remedy for
Compound has been the
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
mm"m Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She has
to health free of charge.
guided thousandsMrs.
Pinkli am, Lynn, Mass.
Address

J

Illustrated

address.

Derangement of the female
they irritable and restless.
organism breeds all kinds of miserable feelings such as backache, headache, and bearing-dow- n
feelings. Try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. There is no doubt that
it has made many remarkable cures of female ills after all
other means had failed. There is hardly a day that some
woman does not write us that this simple old medicine,
made only of roots and herbs, has cured her of a severe
illness.
read them
Here are two such letters
they are

to-da-

Flnlay
For particulars and

!

y

oleo-margain-e,

8outhvt."

Weit Point of th

Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

He Will Eat by the Clock at
St. Patrick's Day
Banquet
LAW

NEW MEXICO.

ROSWELL,

Th

General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ft rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE
Fine
Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

n

Call up

$20,-000,0-

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSON

wood-biso-

YOUR CALL FOR A CARRIAGE
will be promptly answered whenever
you choose to make it. If you want

ll

to catch a very early train or meet a
very late one you can have a rig
FROM THIS LIVERY STABLE.
.Just say .what you want and when
.and where, and our livery service will
be at your command. You couldn't
have better if you owned the biggest
private stable you know of. And at a
mere fraction of a private stable's ex-

ISIfl

wood-biso- n

Model B67
is very popular.

pense.

WILLIAMS
:310 San

4 RISING

Francisco St. 'Phone

139 Red.

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING

SPECIAL
SALE

LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES

SPECIAL
SALE

Ae

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELI6MAN DRY GOODS CO

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

n

650,-00- 0

WE ALSO CLEAN

WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
LADIES

AND GENTS

CLOTHES

OLD HATS MADE NEW.

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

.

$

GOWNS, OPERA

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES

TIES, PARASOtS, ETC.

PRICES REASONABLE

wood-biso- n

wood-biso-

Phone 132 Red.

East Side Plaza:

below zero,

they were able to save

'

(Continued on Page Six.)

The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A
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BERGERE, AUnager for New Mexico.
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China, and followed that rule ten
years. The old plant at home would
be worn out; a gigantic plant would
have gone up in China, which could
lay steel down in San Francisco for
what it costs now, or in
h
what it costs
New York for
now. No tariff could protect our work- iiigmeii against that. Or suppose the
woolen manufacturers of New England
should determine to contract their
business at home and erect a great
plant in China. They could obtain all
the coarse wrool desired right there;
fine
they could obtain the long-stapl- e
wools of Australia cheaper than here;
they could employ laborers who, after
three months' training, would run
their machinery with automatic reguwhat it costs
larity, for
them here; how could anything in this
country compete against such an opposition?
"These are only two illustrations,
they could be increased almost
one-tent-

h

one-sixt-

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
carrier
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by
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2.00
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,dily, per month, Ly carrier
1.00
six
months
Weekly,
.65
Daily, per month, iy mail .....
75
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Daily, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
senc to
The New Mexican is tie oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is
:
o'rculatf.)
and
a
and
growing
has
large
every postofflce in the Territory,
Southwest.
of
the
ive
people
among the intelligent and progress
UNI(pN(jgi)LABC!'?

one-fifteen- th

M.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim No. 1421.
Forest. Not
Serial 012531, Pecos
Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 19110.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Register and Receiver
at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910,
viz: Mariano Quintana, heir of Isidro
Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for the W
NE
NW
Sec. 28, NE
SE 4 of Sec. 20, T
See. 29, SE
16 X., tl. 13 E.. N. M. P. M., contain
ing 1C0 acres.
He names the following witnesses
ad
to prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz.:
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of
Rowe, N. M.; Vicente Quintana and
Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the abovee
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1-- 4

1-- 4

1--

2

1--

1-- 4

R.

J.

PALEN.

,:

J. B. READ, Cashier.

President,

L, A. HUGHES,

FRASK

16, 1910."

Assistant Cashier

McKAHE,

Jm First Rational lank
OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

'"'ansacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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here on business.

H. A. Wells of San Francisco, is at

a.

ami l?yetel& Jte&V

aint Hatrick's Aay
II av
weet lea

Las Vegas, Is

the Palace.

E. H. Snow of Boston, Mass., is a
sightseer in the city.
.T. R. Jones, a
traveling man of Den"
Claire.
is
the
at
ver,
G. A. Eldred of Los Angeles, is a
sichtseer in the city.
Mrs. J. M. Hartley of Buckman, is
registered at the Coronado.
Mr. and Mrs. G. X. Speer of Hutchinson, Kan., are at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Banning of Chicago, are tourists registered at the
Claire.
A. A. Piers. J. O. Ring, A. J. West-lan- d

I

w

J

Your Sweet peas should be put in the ground early in
order to have good wholesome hardy plants. Our
seeds are "WESTERN SEEDS" and particularly adapt'
ed to this dry climate. Let us help
you to beautify your home. We

have all the facilities and tools.

are Denverites registered at the
Palace hotel.
G. II. Casey of Holton, Kan.; J. E.
Colo., are tourists

me in an

Bryant of Telluride,
in the city.

Mr. and Mrs. F. X. Soper of Hutchinson, Kan., are sightseers registered
at Gregg's hotel.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the territor
a
banK
safe
but
account not oniy gives you
a
place to Keep your money,
ial
mounted police, lias gone to Los
it is also a great convenience. Besides every check you draw is a legal
Calif.
Angeles,
the
debt
for
you
pay.
receipt
Solomon
Committeeman
Xational
Make OUR Bank YOUR BANK.
Luna will be up this evening for a
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
brief business visit.
D. H. Hallaway of Estancia, is here
on business.
He is registered at the
&
Coronado hotel.
Mounted Policeman .T. B. Rusk left
this forenoon for his home at Chama,
Rio Arriba county.
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Zimmerman
of Detroit, Mich., are tourists regC- istered at the Palace hotel.
V
Charles X. Johnson of East Las Ve(Established 1882)
gas, and Robert Sperry of Trinidad,
are sightseers in the city.
Miss Bettie Gordon of San Francisco, Calif., is a tourist in the city. She
is registered .at Gregg's hotel.
t
Mrs. Acacio Gallegos has returned
to Santa Fe from a visit with relatives at Floresta, Torrance county.
C. J. Williams and George Manning
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
of Xew York, and who are with Miss
Blanche Walsh's Company, were regFruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
istered at the Claire hotel yesterday.
We have everything in the above lines.
Former Governor George Curry of
Tularosa, arrived here yesterday from
For full particulars call or
119 San Francisco St.
El Paso and was a member of a box
address the above company Phone. Red No. 189
party at the Elks' theater last night.
"W. D. Shea of Santa Fe was in
Las Vegas today on business for the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad bf
which he is traveling freight agent."
Las Vegas Optic.
Miss Blanche Walsh and several
members of her company who regisALSO Dealers in Furniture,
tered at Gregg's were players of the
tourist role yesterday afternoon and
FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
visited a number of interesting places
in Santa Fe.
"C. C. Root arrived in Las Vegas
AU kinds of furnishings from ohinawara to stoves, and
from
Albuquerque yesterday and has
ranges,, ,; Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs,' table
entered
upon his duties as a member
go-car-ts
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
staff of The Optic. Mr.
of
the
editorial
AT!!GRE
Tney are
Root Is a thorough newspaper man
and comes to this city well recomLook over our stock and see if there isn'c
mended." Las Vegas Optic.
to
interest
you.
something
"Mrs. J. W. Raynolds arrived in
Las- Vegas- - today.- from Omaha, accompanying the ashes of her late husband, for interment in this city. The
for the funeral services has not
time
Ornamental Doors.
been set, but it has been decided
that the services will be private."
Las Vegas Optic.
"Arthur Seligman, a prominent business man of 'Santa Fe, was in town
yesterday, accompanied by Samuel
Eldodt, a former territorial librarian
and S. Spitz, a jeweler of the capital
city, all the guests of A. F. Spiegel-berg.-"
Las Vegas Star. They report
Mr. Spiegelberg, who was formerly of
Santa Fe, to be much improved in
her.lth.

our fine line of garden spades,
rakes, cultivators etc. We have

i

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST

CO.

IfliOSE

WATSON & COMPANY
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REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE

SANTA PE HARDWARE

& SUPPLY

CO.

SURETY BONDS.

THE

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

ill

W. C. T. U. GIFT

are made to perfection from our

Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, crafcjrjs and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.

OR "FLAG

Will Fill Every Prescription
With strictest care and unfailing fidelity to
the doctor's orders. Too much may depend
on the medicine he prescribes to admit of
the slightest deviation, carelessness or substitution.
ONLY THE PUREST, FRESHEST DRUGS
are employed. That means not alone the
right medicine but also the right strength
aud the quickest cure. Moderate charges in
spite of our extra care and extra quality.

Charles W. Dudrow j

& Company.
S
Where your dollar buys the most.

STRIPLING-BURROW-

DAY."

For several years it has been customary for various charitable organizations to observe one day in the
year as a "Tag Day," a special day
when toll is taken of the public for
the benefit of the organization that is
working for the good of the public,
for schools, missions, orphan's homes,
etc. Some times young ladies, some
times the bright-facechildren .play
the game of tag with the people they
meet whoever allows himself or herself to be tagged Is expected to make
a small contribution.
The Women's Christian Temperance Union have never before made
use of this unique mode of raising
money, but an unusual demand this
year has caused an edict from national headquarters setting March
19th apart as a day in which all
over the United States may observe this as a gift or tag day. It is a
d

'

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&
No

MILK
HQ Red

Telephone
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

It is an admitted fact that .real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

l'n-io-

' If
you want anything on earth
a New Mexican. Want Ad.

try

JUST
Call and see the

RESOLVED
That you shoulp furnish

Your BoDY And MAKE
-

Beautiful Flowers
on DISPLAY.

-

friends-Yo- u
know
WELL THE VALUE" OF- -

UL
GOOD FRONT

A

(SET ONE

BfjstER

Stop That Cold
To check early colds or Grippe with "Preventics"
means sure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a cold
with Preventics is safer than to let it run and be
obliged to cure it afterwards. To be sure,
will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
taken early at the sneeze stage they break, or
head off these early colds. That's surely better.
That's why they are called Preventics.
Preventics are little Candy Cold Cures. No Quinine, no physic, nothing sickening. Nice for the
children and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
chilly, if you sneeze, if you ache all over, think o(
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
usual sickness. And don't forget your child, if
there is feverishness, nightorday. Herein probin
ably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold 48
Be boxes for the pocket, also in l"ie boxes of
Preventics. Insist on your druggists giving you

STRIPLING BUPROWS CO.
frolic for the children and few people
will refuse a nickle or dime in return
for the picture of the handsome,
bright-face- d
laddie, who is "tag" of
the occsaion. It is hoped the men, women and children of Santa Pe will be
sure to have a few pennies, nickles
and dimes in their pockets on Satur-

day

(larger coins not refused). A
will be given the lad or lassie
distributes the most tags, and
also to the one who turns in

the most money.
announced later.
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The prizes will be

aSHoWERaS OF aSHIRTaSTHE
CAPER IN CoLLARaS

PROPER

TIEaS CORRECT IN aSHAPE AND COLOR
PALATABLE To THE aSKIN

un-

HOaSE
derwear
aSO TAaSTY
that you will want to roll
your troUaSeRaS up.1

ALL THEaSE GO TO HELP YOU MAKE UP A

GOOD FRONT.

DREaSaS aSHIRTaS

5oC, $1.00,

5o
$2.00,
$,
UNDERWEAR 30C GARMENT UP
AND

TIEaS

W

25C.

TO

1.00.

HOaSE

IOC. TO 50C.

N. TOWNSEND &

.C0.

IR.UPUTATION BUILPER.3

Traveling Salesmen
j ire Wanted

toplaccexcl .sivicontracts with local agents
to sell The Saturday Evening Post in
towns vitl. less than 3000 inhabitants.
proposiThis ii a t exceptional side-lin- e
tion to counly roadmen covering country
towns. Lometh.ng new and "different" a
really profitable ide line.
There's no expense t you. nooutfit to buy
and no canvassing to be done. Nothing to
carry at least, ot ni"re than a pocketful.
on a
A good clia.ice for mony-earnin- g
commission basis. Name the county you
prefer. Address,
Box C K. Circulation Bureau
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

CLARENDON
GARDEN

Light Company

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS,

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards
'

CHOICE

APPLES

NOW.

BHSFdw

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks! and White W'yandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A few choice cockerels for sale
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

24 Hour Electric Service
n and After Rflareh 1st.
W&e up those cJask places and Electrical Cooking
ANi)

Your

MISS A MUGLER
Southeast Corner Plaza.

PAY
and

Santa Fe Water

FIT TO LIVETH i s To YouR

UW) !M

1

it

YOU

OWE
SELF AND To

IN

PAY
and

NIQHT
Specialties.
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any sort or blame pull you like tyit
he is just going to be jailed. It may
take a day, a week or a year, but he'll
be jailed sure. Maybe he'll kill a
northwest .policeman maybe he will
Well, then, he'll hang, for a dead sure
thing. He'll never buy a northwest
policeman, nor he'll never escape jail
if he breaks the law. All Canada
knows it, and we Americans know it,
and that's why this country is a good
country to live in God's own country, as they say good enough for

St, Louis Rocky Mt. &

Pacific

Company.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
.
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Koehler
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Cimarron
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3 25
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11 00
10 40
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9 25
8 55
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47

f8 37
8 20

l.v
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Connects with K. 1'. S. W. Hy. train No. 124 arrivinu in Dawson. N. M. ai 6:15 p.
Connects with K.I'.A S.AV. Ky, train No. 123 leaving liawson X, M. at 9:55a. in.
SStage for Van Houten X, M. meets trains tit Preston X. M.
C. & S l'asseniier trains arrive ami depart from CeMoines as follow:
'
I
X

(

RT H HOI X

Xo.
Xo.

1, 4.48 a.
7. 0 49 p.

)

SOUTH
Xo, 8.

K UX I
10.44 a. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p. in.

:

in.
in.

Track connection with A. T. A. S. F. Ry.at Katon and Preston with C. S. Rv. at
lies Moines K. P. S. VV. Ry. at Colfax, X M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Knvado
and Red Lakes, X. M.
Ute Park, X. M.is depot for the following stations in X. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Baldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizabethtown. Loho. Questa, Ranchos lie Taos, Red
River City, Till pa, Taos and Twining,
Haily. fKlag. tl'aily except Sunday
E. J. REDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

East or West

-

ut

as a

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

1
1

Every one should take a tonic in the Spring ; our systems require
The change in the seasons produces a like change in our bodies,
and more is required of the blood, from which source we receive physical nourishment and strength, at this particular time than at any other.
Almost every one feels bad in the Spring. Some have no particn
and weak, and their
ular sickness, but are debilitated,
This
a
of
disorder.
are
in
state
deranged condition of
general
systems
the health is due to weak, anaemic blood; the circulation is infected
with impurities which have diminished its natural nourishing powers,
and the body is suffering from deficient blood nutriment. The refuse
and impurities which naturally accumulate in our systems are not
properly expelled in Winter, because those members whose duty it is
to perform this work of drainage do not receive sufficient stimulation
From outdoor exercise, and therefore grow dull and sluggish in their
action ; nor is the skin as active in eliminating waste maters in cold
weather because the pores are not so open as in warm seasons.
These Winter accumulations pollute the blood and largely destroy
Us nutritive qualities, and when Spring comes, and everything takes
m new life, and we change our method of living, the circulation is so
weakened that it is unable to supply the increased demands of the
system. Then we suffer from weakness, nervousness, loss of appetite,
There is a constant worn-ofeeling, sleep is not
assitude, etc.
feel
the
to
able
do
we
not
and
ordinary duties of
perform
refreshing,
laily life. This disordered condition demands the use of a tonic, and
it should be one which has the additional qualities of a first class blood
purifier, for to restore health and strength the blood must be pure.
The healthful botanical ingredients of which S. S. S. is composed,
and the method of combining and preparing them so that they build up
and strengthen every portion of the body, make it the best of all Spring
tonics. S. S. S. is Nature's medicine, free from strong mineral mixtures and made entirely of the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of
roots, herbs and barks ; a safe and pleasant tonic for persons of any age.
S. S. S. is not only the best Spring tonic, but its ability and worth
Diooct

genuine

punner

is

It builds
universally recognized.
PRETTY GOOD EVIDENCE.
up the depleted system in the true
I
have used S. S. S. and found it to
way, by purifying the blood and
an
be
excellent blood purifier and
supplying an increased amount of tonic.
My blood was weak and
of
to
nourishment
every, portion
impure, and as a result my system
the body. S. S. S. removes all became very much run down and deI lost twenty or more
bilitated.
accumulations from the circulain weight, had no appetite and
pounds
the
and
purifies
tion, enriches
was in bad shape. Seeing S. S. S. adblood and overcomes the unpleasvertised I began its use, and am well
ant physical ailments that always pleased with the results after using it
From
for some little while.
It rids the
come with Spring.
pounds to 165 is pretty good evidence
imor
tired
that
reeling,
body
of merit on the part of S. S. S., and as
proves the appetite, reinvigorates to my appetite, it is superb. My
been
every fibre and tissue of the body, system and general health have
I do not
and imparts healthful energy to wonderfully builtS. S.up,S. and credit
for
the
to give
The body hesitate
all who are
II. MARTIN".
it.
cannot be strong and well if the
50 Second St., Warren, O.
blood is weak or impure, and no
tonic should be used which does
If you select S. S. S. as your
not thoroughly cleanse the circulation.
tonic this Spring you will experience better results and more vigorous
"
health than ever before, because it will make your blood "just right.
"
Insist on getting S. S.S., there is no other just as good."
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
run-dow- n.

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

H

J
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PRESIDENT

HOTEL ARRIVALS

THE

(Continued

ER & RIQ GRANDER. R

Palace.
H. A.
H. E. Wood, Albuquerque;
Wells, San Francisco; James Campbell, Cleveland; Mr. and Mrs. George
R. Zimmerman, Detroit; A. J. West-lanDenver; W. E. Smith, Le Veta;
J. A. Bastien, Lamy; C. T. Maxwell,
Lawrence, Colo.; J. S. Raisin, East
Las Vegas; E. H. Snow, Boston; J. O.
Ring, A. A. Piers, Denver.

d,

ffers
ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

a;

FROM
SANTA FE, NEW

MEXICO

TO

Stations in British Columbia,

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington
SELLING DATES

March 1st. to April J5th
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

VIA
NEff MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
Leaving Santa Fe 8,45 a. m.
Arriving Kl Paso 10,40 p. n.,

RETURNING

Leaving El Paso
Arriving Santa

8 00 a.
'e 9.45

m.
p. m.

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
points in Somhern New Mexico and ArizoLa on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
QUICK TI ME TO ALL POINTS EAST
nr
1

T

i Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
Arrive at Kansas Uity5,5oV'm. next day
ive at tlliicago 8.20 a.' m. 2nd'day

Iain llO. 4

E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island trains
carry Standard
Pdllman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
J. P. LYNG,

Olty 4 Freight Passenger Agent

The New Mexican Printing Comi he Spanish edition of the 1909
pany has on hand a large supply of Laws of New Mexico
are now readj
pads and tablets suitable for acbool
for delivery.
Price: Paper cover,
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
will sell them at 5 cents tn book form.
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
all orders to The New Mexican PrintIf you want anything on
trx
New Mexican Want Ad.
ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.

front of them. Owing to the early
hour at which the President must
leave, 10 o'clock,

it was found

in

Sugar.

Wm MAUD

5-SEA-

BEST SUGAR

LED

BOXES

FOR TEA AND COFFEE!

--

BY

GROCERS EVERYWHERE!'

it is declared

"The fact must not be lost sight ot
that the discount and collateral bills
designated In the foregoing table as
short-tim- e
investments do not by any
means have that quality in the same
degree as the like assets have in the
portfolio of a large central bank of
issue. A much wider range of bills
are regarded as bankable in Switzerland than elsewhere. Owing to the
fact that the banks were continually
hunting for bills, discounting became,
so to say, democratic, and accordingly
the quality of the Swiss bill portfolio
was not by any means of the same
standard as the discount investment
of the German Reichsbank or of the
Bank of France. The best proof of
this is furnished by the fact that while
the Reichsbank only suffered a loss of
0.08 mark on every 1,000 marks of
average investment in bills, and the
Bank of France lost only 0.02 franc
on every 1,000 francs, the Swiss banks
of issue in the same year (1904) sustained, on the other hand, an average
loss of 0.51 franc per 1,000 fracs.

BANKING SYSTEM
IN LITTLE SWITZERLAND.

National Monetary Commission Submits Another Monograph to Congress on Important Subjects.

Washington, March 16. One of the
most important of the monographs
which are being submitted to Congress by the National Monetary Commission is that on The Swiss Banking
Law, by Dr. Julius Landmann, which
has just been made public. Doctor
Landman has made a lifelong stud- - ot
Lower Rates.
the Swiss banking system, and a con
siderable part of the work now made
"Investments in bills with collateral,
public in an English transaction was too, gradually lost their short-tim- e
prepared for various European re- character, owing to the practice of exviews, without reference to American tension carried on very extensively by
conditions.
j the Swiss banks of issue, and in realty
The experience of Switzerland, with these became long-tim- e
investments,
isolated and independent banks of is- often difficult to realize on. The cirsue, presented many parallels to that cumstance that the Swiss banks of
of the United States under the nation- issue now and again lowered their
al banking system, in spite of the fact collateral loan rates below their disthat the maximum number of banks count rates a fact which is unique
of issue in Switzerland was always be- in the history of banking materially
low 40. Notwithstanding this restrict- contributed to the spread of this
ed number of institutions, conflicts of
policy were frequent and were not
These conditions of underbidding
remedied entirely by the repeated ef- for long-terobligations were accomforts made to bring about agreements panied
by competition in discount
between the banks, federal supervis- rates which
operated adversely to the
ion, and clearing-hous- e
arrangements maintenance of favorable exchange
to restrict the circulation and regulate conditions with France and other
exchange. It is the story of these un- countries. Each banking center pubsuccessful experiments, which were lished its own rate of
discount, and it
finally abandoned for a central bank, happened not infrequently that one
which is told in graphic and exact bank lowered Its rate of discount
manner in the monograph of Doctor while another raised it at the same
Landmann. He declares in his preface time. Sometimes even In the same
that "the principle, which was recog- center two banks thought fit to estabnized in theory long ago, that the sys- lish two different discount rates. Thus
tem of free banking, while suited to the door was opened for discount arthe early stages, does not meet the bitrage between the various bank
requirements of the advanced and centers, and in connection with this
sysmatured state of the bank-not- e
specie was shoved to and fro between
tem, worked its way to the front all these places without the slightest
along the line in the course of the sec- economic necessity. The situation
ond half of the nineteenth century in was aggravated by the circumstance
actual legislation; nor is there the that banks located in the smaller
slightest indication of a reaction from towns, but equipped with large note
this view."
The first Swiss banks of issue were
(Continued on Page Seven.)
established independently and without federal supervision. Agreements
to check abuses and to secure the
uniform circulation and redemption of
the notes were made in 1862, 1876 and
1882, the latter being enforced by a
general banking law. One of the requirements of the law was a reserve
of 40 per cent in specie against note
issues, which, however, could not be
used for any other business of the
bank, and was held essentially as a
guaranty of ultimate solvency. The
banks were allowed to issue notes to
(ONE ?7AY)
twice the amount of their capital,
LOS
ANGELES
which had the healthy effect of causSAN DIEGO,
ing some expansion of capital to cover
enlarged note issues. The circulation
SAN FRANCISCO,
expanded to an amount which was out
of all proportion and which was conSACRAMENT O,
sciously stimulated by the banks by
and intermediates
the issue of notes of small denominations. This result was provoked more
or less by the nature of the tax on
bank notes, but its consequences were
PORTLAND, ORE. and
so closely related to the nature of the
assets of the banks and their dispoints in the North wes
count policy that the three subjects

nec-

essary to adopt some method' that
would make it certain he would not
be deprived of his dessert. A silver
gong will signal for the dinner to
commence and when the minutes allotted to each course have elapsed
the gong will be the cue to the waiters to serve another course. He who
hasn't had all the soup or fish, or
other course he wants, will not be
granted any minutes of grace. If he
hasn't eaten all, but wants to, he cannot unless he follows it to the kitchen.
Some discussion
has arisen
among those in charge of the banquet as to what action to take in case
the President insists upon talking to
his neighbors instead of eating. Shall
his entree be whisked away when ti
gong is tapped, even if he has not
finished? And suppose he becomes
so interested in the conversation that
he fails to even taste one course during the allotted time? Incidentally,
in addition to this precedent-estab- lishing banquet and the fact that
President Taft will stand upon a large
square of "old sod" imported from
Ireland especially for the occasion,
he will make several talks during the
day, and one political speech on conservation at the mass meeting at the
Auditorium theater in the afternoon.

$25.00

$36.05

t

was author of the letter,
After telling of the crops, the seven
the elevators and the influx
of settlers, he concluded. "I'll tell
you what it boils down to. Ever
the settlement of this country
began it has been understood and
recognized that the man who breaks
the law is going to be jailed. It
don't matter if he is as spry as a
gopher nor as husky as a buffalo. It
don't make any odds if he can crawl
into a prairie dog's hole. If he breaks
the law he's going to be jailed, good
and sure! He can have fifty guns and
fifty thousand dollars, he can have

On

15th 1910.
SEE SANTA FE AGENT.

The Swiss banks of Issue being compelled to pay taxes not on the amount
of the effective circulation, but on the
total of the authorized issue, they
were naturally disposed to enlarge
the circulation as much as possible,
as they had to pay on the total of the
authorized issue anyway, and leaving
a part of this sum idle would have
meant a direct loss to them. The
banks had to keep 40 per cent of their
circulation in specie in their vaults;
and if, the instance, 20 per cent of a
bank's issue i. e., its authorized issue were not in circulation at all,
only 40 per cent of its issue would
have been profitably invested, which
would have resulted in a profit of
about 2 to 2
per cent of the issue.
The hank having to pay
of
1 per cent of the entire authorized issue to the Cantons and
of
1 per cent to the Confederation, this
would make, roughly, 1 per cent,
which, taken off the profit above
shown, would leave a profit of only 1
to 1
per ent. It will therefore he
readily understood that all the banks
of issue endeavored to put their entire
authorized Issue on the market, so
that 'every taxable note should yield
a return; and this object was attained, but only at the cost of a violation
of two principles of every sound
count policy, namely, the principle of
se'ection of the material for
ing and the principle of regulation of
the bank rate.
Taking up the question of the
acter of the assets of the Swiss note
banks, It Is pointed out that the longtime investments steadily gained over
those for short terms until the ratio
of short-tim- e
investments to the total
decreased from 35.73 per cent in 1885
to 24.79 per cent in 1895 and 19.84 per
cent in 1904, while
lnvest- ments increased in the corresponding
Tatios of 64.27 per cent of the total
in 1885, 75.21 per cent in 1895, and
six-tent-

one-tent-

h

1-- 2

discount-railway-

j

Sale daily until April

are treated in their relation to each

other.

1-- 2

im-pus-

Cr;V5TAG

Commenting

1904.

Colonist Rates

From Page Three.)

Gregg's.
Denver; George Wr.
Blanche
New
Rochelle,
Howard,
Walsh, A. E. Crom, W. M. Travers,
New York City; George Curry, Tula-irosMiss de Dieux, Miss Bell, Miss
Sterling, with Blanch Walsh Company; N. Krionderir, Trinidad, Colo.j-BettiGordon, San Francisco, Cal.; G.
H. Casey, Holton, Kan.; J. E. Bryant,
Telluride, Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. F. N.
Soper, Hutchinson, Kan.
Claire.
C. Jay Williams, George Manning,
New York, City; Mr. and Mrsfl G. N.
Speer, Hutchinson, Kan.; Charles N.
Johnson, East Las Vegas; Robert
Sperry, Trinidad; J. R. Jones, Denver;
J. H. Dubbels, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Banning, Chicago; J. R. Padden, C. F.
Carlson, W. T. Sheehan, Lamy.
Coronado.
E. Radges, Denver; Max Martinez,
Nepomucimo Torres, Arroyo Seco; L.
Pernell, Silverton, Colo.; Mrs. J. M.
Hartley, Mrs. Frank DeWitt, Buck-maCharles A. Ross, Truchas; J.
Law Enforcement in Canada.
E. Griffith, Estancia; John Black,
and
Law enforcement in Canada
Santa Cruz; G. A. Eldred, Los Ange- the slow reform of court
procedure
les; D. H. Hallaway, Estancia.
in the United States aqcording to Chicago lawyers is proving a force in the
migration to the provinces of western Canada opened up by the Canadian
CRYSTAL
Northern and the Grand Trunk
Pacific railways. A letter written by a
e
-settler, they say, may give new
Sogar
to the lagging efforts of the
American bar, this letter having been
used effectively to point the contrast.
A Minnesotan who had bought a
farm dn that port of Saskattchenwan
known as the Last Mountain district
controlled by William Pearson of
R. F. Sickels,

OF

TAFT AT CHICAGO.

per cent in

upon these conditions,
by Doctor Landmann:

me, anyway."

run-dow-
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char-sinc- e

long-ter-

05
Summer

Excursion Rates

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20
One way via
PORTLAND or

.

:

SEATTLE,

$60.90

'

;

Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and

VICTORIA

B.

C.

$55.00

Dates of Sale, May 28th
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.
Return Limit, threo months from
dateofHale. Oal! on address,
H. H, LUTZ, Atrent
Santa Fe, N. M.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

Plays
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when the great clash came.
William M. Travers as Freddie
the man of loose morals and
fine clothes, the man with, a genteel i
appearance and harboring a black
soul, was all that could be desired.
With a look containing 90 per cent of
hope and 10 per cent of sadness he
theater.
the society woman he pretends to
tells
If there was any fault to find and love that his past is to be forgotten
did find fault it
many theater-goer- s
and that he is to turn over a new leaf.
was not with the actress nor with her That is all there is for him to do in
portrayal of a repentant woman who order to exchange the company of dehad loved a man so well as to pay a
praved humans for an angel. Mr.
staggering price for his freedom from Travers' conception of the New York
prison and then not succeed. Miss society man will doubtless recall the
Walsh and every member of her com- type of a well known architect who j
pany proved superb, each in his or met a fate far worse than that
her part, all working harmoniously to Playwright Goodman meted out to
Vi w.v
urwig oui ine grana
MacVane, who is shipped off to
that what is pardonable in a man is Elro)e sinply mims Qnfi of his
damnable in a woman as far as social sweetheartsonp he tended to make
tolerance of today is concerned.
hig wjfe
But the flaw in the "The Test" is
As peggy Thone. the novelist's sis-thJules Eckert Goodman, the play- - ter, Miss Harriet Sterling was the
wright, appears to have gone too far modern society woman one sees and
in his enthusiasm to throw the sex reads about. It took a long time for
problem in the lime light and bring j Peggy to see why she couldn't or
home the "vital phases" of this ques shouldn't marry a moral wreck like
tion which has for all ages troubled MacVane, but she instantly saw the
the world. In preaching his moral peril if her dear brother should marry
lesson Mr. Goodman is not exactly a "a woman with a past." It was the
convincing orator, courageous as he old story of social position first and
may be. Many who saw "The Test" then what is right or wrong before
last night will doubtless feel that in God afterward. But this inconsistportraying a man of the world like ency was not Peggy's fault she was
Frederick MacVane. the playwright brought up that way.
would have made him black enough if
William D. Corbett as Richard Trethe had robbed Emma Eltynge of her man, looked like a man who had spent
honor without stealing from her ten ten years on a simple diet a very
years of Tretman's life for which she simple one lacking in porterhouse
had bargained. And those who read steak and a few other nitrogenous,
the telegraph news in the daily pamaking foods. He portraypers w'ill also, no doubt, be quick to ed well the character of a man who
declare that such a monster like Mac- thinks he has been given a "hard
Vane, in real life would not have been deal" and in nursing his own sad
allowed to take a steamer for Europe. memories he is forgetful that there
The spirit of revenge may be less jus- are others who have suffered. The
tifiable under the new than under the scene between him and Emma El-- 1
old law where "an eye for an eye" tygne, who finally declares him a cowwas the code, but MacVane's permit ard was carried out in a masterly
to take a week of ocean ozone as the manner.
'As little Minna.
Miss Katherine
punishment of two horrible crimes
does not ring true to life. Ten years Bell was a person the girls and boys
in the cell occupied by Tretman, one call a "dear." Her's was that musical
of his victims, would have been more voice even though she rebelled at too
satisfactory if Mr. Goodman wished to much of the
training of
teach a moral.
Grossfater Bettner. There was only
one trouble with Minna and that was
"The Test," however, has plenty of her sunny disposition made it hard for
heart interest, lots of action and really her to cry apparently and her sobs
bright and instructive dialogue. One were strikingly suggestive of her
And her lover, Morris
of the most beautiful parts of the play mirth-throbto be and recently
is the love of Grandfather Brettner Zink,
1
Minna and the graduated from suspender-selling- ,
was
for his little
dismay he shows at seeing the effect not a lover of the mushy type, as porof Arthur Thone's books upon her, trayed by Nicholas Judels, believed
for she is his stenographer and Mr. the wray to reach a woman's heart as
Thone is one of those remarkably suc- through the muses. Poet Zink had an
climb with his verses, but, an
cessful and clever novelists who think
such golden sentences that he can elder woman's praise of him helps
dictate them. The t(h)onal effects of Little Minna to se the man has a fine
modern New York philosophy on little soul and will win fame if he continues
Minna are not what the old gentleman to have the "proper inspiration" as
thinks proper, considering the fact artists call it.
The other characters in the play
that the young lady is but 18, and he
tells Mr. Thone so in a very amusing were also well portrayed Maurice
as well as touching scene.
George, the butler, looked perhaps a
As Arthur Thone, George W. How- trifle too much of the gentleman in
ard, was the polished literary man of his 'tux' and ball room pumps, but lie
today. He did not possess the coiffure entered and left the
apartment
of the old style wielders of the pen "noiselessly" as the English noveltists

Miss Blanche Walsh, supported by
an exceptionally large and capable
company, added to another of her
long list of successes last night when
she played the part of Emma Eltynge
in "The Test," which was presented
before a large audience at. the Elks'

Mac-Van-

"Bromo Quinine"
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinine

j

j

vritten.

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
STELLA V. CANNY,
(Signed):
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
(Notarial Seal.)
Notary Public.
April 19, Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
My commission expires
Always remember the full name. Look
1913".
Michael, Real Estate.
for this signature on every box. 25c.
Endorsed:
FOR SALE 94 'i acres level land,
No. 6344.
under
the Socorro ditch, 10 miles
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 43.
east of El Paso, Tex., $50 per acre on
Mulof
the
of
Articles
Incorporation
terms. Charles E. Michael, Real Es1901, the stipulations respecting the CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON.
ligan & Rising Undertaking Company, tate.
minimum rate of discount, were en- Territory of New Mexico.
filed in Office of Secretary of New
Office of the Secretary.
tirely abolished, and the old state of
Mexico, March 5, 1910; 10 a. m.
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTFIV-Experien- ce
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
freedom from all restriction was thus
NATHAN JAFFA,
unnecessary. Sell our brands
Another attempt, in Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
Secretary.
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
seO.
K.
to
about
filed
record
C.
to
J.
was
that
for
there
F.
1905,
bring
certify
Compared
once. Globe
cured the assent of only 20 of the 36 in this office at ten o'clock a. m., on Territory of New Mexico, County of for full particulars at
Co., Cleveland, O.
Cigar
C
Ar-law
the
October
A.
and
of
the
fifth day of March,
D., 1910,
banks,
Santa Fe. ss:
by
Switzerland
of that year
I hereby certify that this instrufinally ticli's of Incorporation of the Mulligan
Great
AGENTS WANTED The
sought refuge from the discord of m-- ! & Rising Undertaking Company (No. ment was filed for record on the 7th
Terms.
Best
African
Roosevelt
Hunt;
dependent banks of issue without com 0011), and also, that I have compared day of March A. D., 1910, at 9 o'clock j Best Book, Just Out. Outfit. Free. Ormon leadership, in the system of a the following copy of the same with a. m., and was duly recorded in isook
,T. S.
the original thereof now on file, and One of the records of corporations, der at once and secure territory.
central bank.
59n Como Building,
Company,
Ziegler
declare it to be a correct transcript Page 359. on this 9th day of March,
Chicago.
therefrom and of the whole thereof. A. D. 1910.
ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
Given under my hand and the Great
Witness my hand and seal of office.
SCHOOL BOY WANTED I have a
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
GEO. W. ARM I JO,
I, the undersigned, mayor of the
position for a bright, enerpermanent
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, P. C. and Recorder, Santa Fe Co., N.
city of Santa Fe, do hereby give noschool
boy. The right 1k- can
getic
on
fifth
1910.
D.
A.
this
M.
of
March,
day
tice that the regular election for the
50c to $2.00 or more a
make
from
J. T. SANDOVAL, Deputy.
NAIITAN JAFFA,
election of city officers of the city of
week, without interference with his
Certificate of Comparison.
Santa Fe, in the county of Santa Fe
Secretary of New Mexico.
school duties. Walter D. Pratt. Santa
and Territory of New Mexico, will be
Assistant Territory of New Mexico,
By EDWIN F. COARD,
Fe.
the
Office
of
Secretary.
held on the fifth day of April, 1910.
Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
The officers to be elected at such Certificate of Incorporation of the Mulelection are as follows:
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby bal, of Rowe. N. M.. for the N
ligan & Rising Undertaking
SE
Sec. 32, and the S
certify that there was filed for record NE
One mayor to serve for the term of
Company.
on
M.
Sec.
16
N.
A.
13
R.
P. M.,
T.
ten
in
29,
office
at
M.,
this
o'clock
E.,
N.,
two years.
We, the undersigned, in order to the fifth dav of March. A. D., 1910, of ltiO acres.
One city clerk to serve for the term form a
corporaton for the purpose Certificate of Stockholders Non-LiaHe names the following witnesses
of two years.
hereinafter
stated, under and pursu- bility of the Mulligan & Rising Un- to prove his actual continuous adverse
One city treasurer, to serve for the
ant to the provisions of the act of the dertaking Company, (No. 6343), and possession of said tract for twenty
term of two years.
of the Territory of New also, that I have compared the fol- - years next preceding the survey of
Each of whom are to be elected by legislature
lowing copy of the same, with the the township, viz.:
a plurality of votes of the qualified Mexico, entitled "An Act to Regulate
of Cor- - original thereof now on file, and de- Cleofes Garcia, and Calletano Garelectors of the said city of Santa Fe, the Formation and Government
for Mining, Manufacturing, clare it to be a correct transcript cia, of Rowe, N. M., Vicinte Quintana
porations
also,
One alderman in Ward No. 1 to Industrial and other Pursuits" (Chap- therefrom and of the whole thereof. and Antonio Roibai, of Pecos, N. M.
AsThirt
79,
ter
Given under my hand and the Great
Legislative
Any person who desires to protest
serve for the term of four years.
and
New
of
Seal
and
Mexico,
the
the allowance of said proof,
acts
of
the
sembly),
2
amendatory
to
against
Territory
No.
One alderman in Ward
i simnlemental
theretn iln Vierehv cer-- i nt. the Citv of Snnln. Fe the Canital. who knows of any substantial reason
serve for the term of four yeaers.
!
on this fifth day of March, A. D.. 1910. under the laws and regulations of the
One alderman in Ward No. 3, to tify as follows:
NATHAN JAFFA,
1. The name of the corporation is
Interior Department why such proof
serve for the term of four years.
Secretary of New Mexico. should not be allowed will be given an
One alderman in Ward No. 4 to The Mulligan & Rising Undertaking
(Seal)
opportunity at the
Company:
serve for the term of four years.
e
time and place to
the
By EDWIN F. COARD,
2. The location of the principal
Each of whom are to be elected by
said
Assistant
of
witnesses
Secretary.
claimant, and to ofplurality of votes of the qualified fice of the said corporation in the
Certificate of Limitation of Liability fer evidence in rebuttal of that subof each of the four wards in j ritory of New Mexico is No. 123
of the Stockholders of the Mulli- mitted by claimant.
in the city of Santa Fe,
j ace avenue,
city, respectively.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
gan & Rising Undertaking Company.
And further notice is hereby given and the name of the agent therein and
We, the undersigned, being all or
Register.
in addition to the election of city off- in charge thereof and upon whom proof the
icers as aforesaid at said election, cess against this corporation may be the incorporators and signers
certificate of incorporation of the
Notice For Publication.
there will be elected five members of served is C. A. Rising;
& Rising Undertaking ComSmall Holding Claim No. 1118.
the board of education of the city of
3. The objects for which this cor- Mulligan
pany, do hereby sign and execute in
Serial 012528.
Santa Fe, as follows:
poration is formed are as follows,
the same manner with the certificate
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
One member of the board of educaof incorporation of said company this
tion in Ward No. 1 to serve for the
(a.) To conduct and carry on the separate certificate and hereby de- Department of the Interior,
term of four years.
United States Land Office,
business of undertakers, funeral direc- clare that there shall be no stockhold
One member of the board of educa- tors and
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
embalmers;
ers' liability on account of any stock
tion in Ward No. 2, to serve for the
Notice
is hereby given that the folloon
and issued or to be issued
(b.) To engage in, carry
by said com wing-named
term of four years.''
claimant has filed noconduct general livery business, hack pany. (Signed)
'
to make final
tice
of
his
intention
.
lines and carriage hire;
J. D. MULLIGAN,
the
tion in Ward No. 3. to serve for X
of
claim under
in
his
proof
support
To engage in, carry on and
(c.)
C. A. RISING,
term of four years.
1G and 17 of the act of March
sections
of buying and
B. J. MULLIGAN,
One member of the board of educa- conduct the business
3, 1891, (20 Stats., 854), as amended
kinds
B. P. WILLIAMS.
tion in Ward No. 4, to serve for the selling furniture and any and all
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
classes
of
and
New
of
merchandise;
Mexico,
Territory
term of four years.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
(d.) To engage ir. ar.d carry on the
County of Santa Fe. ss.
One member of the board of educa
be- be made before Register and Receiver
4t.h
of
and
On
of
1910,
this
business
March,
conducting
owning
day
tion in Ward No. 4, to serve for the
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on April
private cemeteries and as an incident fore me personally appeared J. D. at
term of two years.
21, 1910, viz:
Nicario Quintana, heir
Williams
B.
P.
A.
C.
to
said
the
Rising,
the
business
in,
Mulligan,
dealing
Each of whom are to be elected by
of
of Rowe, N. M., for
Jose
Quintana,
to
known
me
to
B.
J.
and
and
monuments,
Mulligan,
selling of
a plurality of the votes of the quali- buying
W. 2 SW
the
Sec. 28, and the SE
and
in
described
same
be
the
and
all
and
persons
kinds
and
vaults
any
each
fied electors of
of the four wards
Sec.
NE
T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
29,
instruthe
who
executed
foregoing
classes of burial equipment;
of said city respectively.
N. M. P. M., of 120 acres.
me
to
ment
that
and
4.
acknowledged
The
authorized
total
capital
heresaid
do
also
And, I, the
mayor,
He names the following witnesses
executed the same as their free
by give notice, that the polls will be stock of this corporation is the sum of they
to prove his actual continuous adact and deed.
so ofter say in their stories.
into
be
which
divided
at
shall
$10,000.00,
held
be
said
and
election
opened
In witness whereof I have hereunto verse possession
of said tract for
The scenery of "The Test" left noth- the places and by the persons here- 100 shares, which shall be of the par
set my hand and notarial seal the day twenty years next preceding the suramount
efto
be
;
inafter
each
and
named.
desired
the
of
value
the
$100.00
and
ing
lighting
and year in this certificate written. vey of the township, viz:
fects, particularly in the opening scene,
Ward No. 1, Luis M. Moya, Andres of capital stock with which this comCleofes Garcia, Rowe, N. M.; Calle(Signed) STELLA V. CANNY,
were beautiful. The executive staff for Sena and Severiano Rivera, judges, pany shall commence business shall
Notary Public. tano Garcia, Rowe, N. M., Vlncente
Miss Walsh did their work well and and Ignacio Sena and Juan Delgado be and is the sum of $4,600.00, which
(Notarial Seal)
Quintana, Pecos, N. M., Antonio Roithe changing of scenes was effected clerks, at the house of Feliciano Sena, shall be fully paid up and
My commission expires April 19, bai, Pecos, N. M.
with dispatch. It seems safe to say on Manhattan avenue.
able;
1913.
Any person who desires to protest
5.
that in whatever play Blanche Walsh
The names and postoffice adWard No. 2, Julian Vigil, Fred
ENDORSED.
against the allowance of said proof, or
comes here again, she will receive a Thayer and Jesus Tapia, judges, and dresses and the number of shares of
(No. 6345)
who knows of any substantial reason
warm welcome from local
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 43,
Henry Alarid and Alberto Garcia stock for which severally and respecunder the laws and regulations of the
as
are
we
subscribe
do
of
office
the
of
tively
hereby
clerks, at the
justice
Certificate of Stockholders' Non Interior
Department why such proof
the peace Precinct No. 4, on De Var- follows:
Liability of The Mulligan & Rising should not be allowed will be given an
No.
Shares
Name.
Address.
Postoffice
street.
gas
Undertaking Company.
d
at the
been laid down had to be modified, so
23
Ward No. 3, Gavino Ortiz, Jose Ma- J. D. Mulligan, Santa Fe, N. M.
Filed in office of Secretary of New opportunity
e
time
to
and
the
place
17
A.
C.
Santa
Fe.N.M.
10
m.
a.
Rising,
that the minimum of the private rate ria Garcia and Genovebo Sandoval,
Mexico, March 5, 1910;
witnesses of said claimant, and to of1
B.
J.
Santa
Fe.N.M.
NATHAN
Adelaido
Matias
and
Mulligan,
Ortiz
JAFFA,
and
of discount, as established by the com- judges,
5
at the office of the jus- B. P. Williams, Santa Fe.N.M.
Secretary fer evidence in Tebuttal of that submittee, was not to be binding for any Ortiz, clerks,
mitted by claimant.
6. The duration of this corporation
C. F. K. to J. 0.
No. 17, on
tice
the
of
Precinct
peace,
Compared
particular bank; the established mini- Water street.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
diboard
of
be
the
New
of
shall
Mexico,
fifty years;
Territory
mum was to be telegraphed to the
Register.
Ward No. 4, Manuel Casados, Tircio rectors of this corporation shall be
County of Santa Fe. ss.
banks, and each bank was then to be Padilla and Juan D. Castillo,
I hereby certify that this instruboard of directors
three.
The
first
judges,
at liberty to judge to what extent it and Willie Salazar and Nicolas
Baca, of this corporation to act as such dur- ment was filed for record on the 7th
would be governed by this rate. The
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
clerks, at the house of David Gon- ing the first three months after filing day of March, A. D., 1910, at 9 o'clock
agreement contained the proviso that zales on Palace avenue.
this certificate shall be and consist of a. m., and was duly recorded in Book
each particular bank was only obligatThe following named persons are the following named persons: J. D. One of the Records of Corpor., page
MASONIC.
ed to maintain this minimum limit hereby designated and appointed
to
C. A. Rising and B. P. Wil- 361, on this 9th day of March, A. D.,
"as far as possible,' and that it had act as judges of registration in their Mulligan,
1910.
liams;
Montezuma Lodge No
the right to discount up to
Witness my hand and seal of office.
7. The following
respective wards as follows,
named persons
A. F. & A. M. Reg1,
of 1 per cent below the fixed minimum
W.
ARMI.TO,
GEO.
Ward No. 1, Luis M. Moya, Albino
shall, respectively, be the officers of
communications
M
ular
N.
Fe
rate bank acceptance, of first-clas- s
Luis
Co.,
C.
Santa
P.
at
the
Constante
and Recorder,
Ortega and
the said corporation until their sucof each
first
Mondiy
T.
J.
commercial papers, or for the purpose house of Luis M. Moya on Canon cessors shall
SANDOVAL,
Deputy.
be duly elected and
Masonic hall
e.1
a
month,
of keeping its holdings of bills up to road.
t:
J. D. Mulligan, presat 7.30 p. m.
Ward No. 2, Daniel McKinzie, Adol qualified,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the amount prescribed by its rules
B. P. Williams,
ident;
H. H. DORM AN,
fo Alvarez and Jose Ortiz y Baca at
Small holding claim No. 1420.
and regulations.
B. J. Mulligan, secretary; C. A. Rising,
Not
Forest.
office of the justice of the peace
Serial
the
Pecos
012530,
Acting Master.
In the years
these regulatreasurer.
4 on De Vargas street.
Coal
No.
Precinct
Land.
R.
ALAN
McCORD,
Secretary.
tions seemed to be effective. The
In Witness Whereof, we have hereWard No. 3, Jose S. Garcia, Jose
of the Interior,
set our hands and seals this 4th Department
great demand for money which was
unto
C. O. Harrison, at the barLand Office.
States
United
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
and
Tapia
experienced in these years toned ber
N. M., March 5, 1910.
of Jose S. Garcia on Galis-te- o day of March, 1910.
R. A. M.
Santa
Regular conshop
Fe,
down the competitive fight of the
(Signed):
street.
Notice is hereby given that the follovocation second Monday of
banks of issue on the discount market.
J. D. MULLIGAN,
wing-named
Ward No. 4,
each month at Masonic
claimant has filed notice
Rodriguez, RoBut even of the 29 banks that had at berto Johnson MiguelMeliton
C. A. RISING,
Castillo
and
of his intention to make final proof
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
first entered into the understanding, at the office of R. L. Baca on
B. J. MULLIGAN,
in support of his claim under sections
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Washingsome were unable permanently to sub- ton avenue.
B. P. WILLIAMS.
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
ject themselves to the control of the
Given under my hand and the seal Territory of New Mexico, County of (26 Stats., 834), as amended by the
discount committee, and they an- of the
Santa Fe, ss:
act. of February 21, 1S93 (27 Stats.,
city of Santa Fe, this the 8th
Santa Fe Commandery No.
nounced their wihtdrawal, in conse- day of March, A. D., 1910.
On this 4th day of March, A. D. 470), and that said proof will be made
1. K. T. Regular conclave
quence of which the competition
1910, before me personally appeared before Register and Receiver at SanJOSE D. SENA,
fourth Monday in each
against the allied banks on the dis- Attest:
Mayor. J. D. Mulligan, C. A. Rising, B. P. Wil- ta Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910, viz.:
month at Masonic Hall at
count market was greatly increased.
FACUNDO ORTIZ, City Clerk.
liams and B. J. Mulligan to me known Tiburcio Roibai, heir of Jesus M. Roi- 7:30 p. m.
The position of those banks that had
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
remained faithful to the agreement
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
became so difficult that a new revision of the regulations was decided
B. P. O. E.
"W
I I lv11
I
1
"1 II II
II
II II
upon, which should give the various
.a
.a a
i 11
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
ii
banks greater freedom of action. This
holds its regular session on the secplan of compromise was, however,
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
frustrated by a large number of banks
Visiting brothers are invited
Bladder Disorders. Do not risk month.
Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney
DAVID KNAPP,
showing their dislike of the agreeand welcome.
Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well. J. D. SENA,
ment, and in the general meeting of
Exalted Ruler.
having
STRIPLING-BURROWthe banks of issue on November 23,
& CO.
Secretary.
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CORE A COLD IM OME DAY.

SWA

1

j

mr

to be the persons described in and
instruwho executed the foregoing
ment and acknowledged to me that
they executed the same as their free
act aud deed.
In Witness Whereof. I have hereFOR RENT Large front room furunto set my hand and notarial seal
the day and year in this certificate nished. Lady or couple, 204 Johnson.
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poet-laurea- te

blue-eyed-
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up-hi-

had he their eccentricities. He
wrote his novels with, a coolness and
concentration that proclaimed the artist. For most men any kind of writing is labor, but for Mr. Thone, it
looked a diversion. He is also a man
of broad views and failed to see why
he should not marry any woman he
loved. Mr. Howard played well the
ipart of the man with great reserve
force and he used well his logic and
strength of character on MacVane

mor

BANKING SYSTEM IN
LITTLE SWITZERLAND.
(Continued From Page Six.)
issues, sought investments for that
part of their issue which, they could
not use at home in such, great business centers as Basel, Zurich, Geneva
and St. Gall, and by their offers of
money often depressed the bank rate
of these towns.
It was not until the year 1893 that
28 of the then existing 35 banks decided "to keep the discount rate at an
appropriate level in order to protect
the stocks of cash in the country,"
and a committee, consisting of 5 of
the largest banks, was appointed to
deal with. 'the question of fixing a general official discount rate which
should serve as a basis for all discount transactions.
With the introduction of this uniform and official
discount rate there set in a decided

tendency toward the betterment

of

Very soon, however, this
agreement proved inadequate.
Nearly all banks of Issue, with, the
exception of the Bank of England, consider their official rate not as a minimum, but as a maximum rate. The
Swiss banks of issue, which were subconditions.

jected to yery keen competition in the
discount market on the part of the
powerful credit institutions of Zurich,
Basel and Geneva, were of necessity
obliged to maintain a private discount
rate also. An effort to reach an agreement on this private rate failed in
1894 because of the refusal of six
banks to concur. Not until March,
1898, did the banks of issue endeavor
a second time to arrive at a mutual
on this subject; 'but already in 1900 the regulations that had
i
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

WEDNESDAY,

in which his wife and friends were
seated, the machine ran away and
passed over him, Mrs. Rhea with great
presence of mind steering it into the
side of a hill. Despite his painful injuries, Rhea took the crowd home to
Roswell before he received medical
attention.
Farmers Defy Court Order Because they turned water into 'the old
irrigation ditch in direct violation to
ihe orders of majordomo Eugenio
and the acequia commissioners
nine Alameda farmers, among them
Querrino Espalin, Jose Salvador Garcia, Lorenzo Garcia and Perfecto
were arraigned before Justice of
Uie Peace Jose C. Gurule in Alameda
The
and fined $10 and costs each.
farmers refused to pay either the fine
or eosts and also declined to furnish
appeal bonds and the justice was
compelled to commit them to jail in
Albuquerque. They were brought to
Albuquerque last night and taken to
the county jail, being still defiant and
refusing to comply with the orders.

From Page Two.)
All persons desiring meat, 'Phone
lilack 215. Pacheco Bros., next door
to Candelario's.
Death From Pneumonia at Las Cru- ces Mrs. C. Gross died at Las Cru-- .
ces of pneumonia.
Dr. Clifford S. Iosey, Eye, Ear,
Xose and Throat Specialist, will be at
the Palace hotel March 17th, 18th and
19th. Hours 2 to 5 p. m.
Roswell Votes School Bonds By a
vote of about ten to one Roswell has
voted to issue f 2o,0u0 in bonds for a
new high school building,
j
Bring your pictures and have them
neatly framed the same day. The
Mulligan & Rising Undertaking Co.,,
.125 Palace avenue.
Fell From Pullman Car J. M. Suth- erland while at work on top of a Pull-- j
man car at Albuquerque fell to the
rails below, broke a leg and was oth- erwise badly injured.
Will Meet
Tonight Clay Green' TOMORROW WILL BE ST.
Camp No. 1 U. I. W. V., will meet in
PATRICK'S DAY.
Grand Army hall at S o'clock tonight,
Candidates who wish to become char-the N
Observed
Throughout
ter members must be present at this Feast
More
But
Quietly
j
Country
j
meeting.
Than
Formerly.
Double Wedding at Albuquerque
i
Tomorrow will be St. Patrick's day
Lawrence W. Dry and Miss Ella I. IrCath-- j
Roman
which
the
the
feast
or
M.
and
and
McSnadden
Clarence
vine,
honors and which lrisn-- ,
Miss Bessie Mize were married last olie church
i?
t
j
j
ana
men
uebceiiudms
many
.ui
at
at
church
the
Christian
evening
to
devote
world
the
men
throughout
by Rev. W. E. Bryson.
St. Patrick Tea The ladies of St. special rejoicing.
John's Methodist Episcopal church j. it is perhaps a source of regret to
will give a St. Patrick tea at the home real Irishmen that the day is not ob-o- f
Mrs. A. Winsor opposite the church served in many of the large cities of
tomorrow afternoon from 3 to 5 the United States with all the splen-o'clocA silver offering will be dor and pomp of former years,
There are fewer parades and less
taken.
Agriculture College Regents Or- - shouting of the "wearing of the
ganize The board of regents of the green." The festivities seem to con-NeMexico College of Agriculture fine themselves to wearing of tiny
and Mechanic Arts organized by re- - shamrocks in the coat lapels and the too, pay great honor to St. Patrick and
electing Dr. R. E. McBride, president, placing of some green wreatns in his day ranks almost with Christmas
and Vincent B. May, secretary and the windows. Then in the evening
in institutions where Ireland is aptreasurer.
there is generally a banquet or a
preciated.
Irish-and
is
On the other hand
Easter Time
Egg Time Be sure lecture.
In Large Cities.
send the children to the Easter Americans there are who think this
The
will be a gala one for
day
of
more
than
Aid
Woman's
of
suitable
the
sale
Society
quiet observance is
Irishmen
in
Chicago for tomorrow
the Presbyterian church at the library the blowing of trumpets and making
night they will have the president as
e
hall next Tuesday afternoon. The a parade of their devotion to
the their guest at a banquet. New York
will be there with her golden hind's honored son. Moreover
City in which there are so many Irish
and
of
season
and
be
will
other
a
in
there
falls
eggs
t ay
egg
Lent,
will doubtfor the little people.
clcth and ashes, and it also falls in and descendants of Ireland
less have many great affairs and BalThe Mulligan & Rising Undertaking the same week as the feast of the
timore and Philadelphia and other
Co. have a complete stock of high great St. Joseph and so its splendor
their Hibernian clubs
- cities have
can
be
think
approchurchmen
and
guarantee many
grade picture molding
whose members will spend the day
their workmanship.
priately toned down.
much as any other but devote a large
Sells Photo Gallery Through the L. But St. Patrick, associated as he was
part of the evening to banqueting and
true
real estate firm of Hayes and Bean, vith a country that remained
Carlos Vierra, the artist and photo- to the Catholic faith through 700 or speech making.
Even in Rome,
there is an
grapher has sold his photograph gal- more years of persecution, has devo- Irish colony and Italy,
and lrisn
English
lery to F. E. Alexander of Albia, la. tees in the cloister as in the world men and women generally hold some
In
is
ushered
and
on
the day
Mr. Vierra will go
a ranch to live.
generally
kind of tea or reception March 17
Mr. Alexander, his successor, is said vib some special ceremony. In the! and
have an immense cake of harp
to be an expert photographer and Catholic convents there is usually spe-- J
in the center of a large table.
shape
cial music on the morning of March
has had many years experience.
Postal Card Craze.
Banker Breaks Leg John V. Rhea IV and the harp the beautiful harp
As in former years many' people
a Roswell banker, broke his leg be- which Ireland has kept in tune for
tween the ankle and knee while out centuries, is an important instrument will mail postal cards with certain
emblems on the back of them to their
fourteen miles from in the prchestra.
automobiling
Roswell. While cranking the machine
uThe Catholic colleges and schools friends but the action of prominent
(Continued
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Chicagoans to discourage the use of
cards tending to poke fun at Ireland,
and that country's descendants may
have resulted in a slump in the market for such souvenirs.
Shamrocks Galore.
As told in a dispatch from Chicago
President Taft's seat at the banquet
table will be on a block of sod direct
from Ireland and Chicago will not be
the only city to have such reminders. Shamrocks from the old country
nave been arriving in the United
States for several days. Cardinal
Gibbons of Baltimore, is a recipient
of one of these gifts, each year, it is
said, and he generally distributes the
delicate souvenirs to his intimate
friends.
What It Means.
The shamrock is really the emblem
of
of Ireland and rightly because
the legend that St. Patrick once
plucked this trifoliate plant to explain
to the pagans he found on the isle the
doctrine of the trinity, three persons
in one God. And to this day the
three leaf clover is the dearest plant
to the residents of the Emerald Isle.
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Now

that you're ready to have us open the ball with new spring clothes

an(j we're ready to do it, we intend to open your eyes, and your pocket"
book, by such a showing of fine clothes as you've never before looked at; at such prices as will make being
well dressed so easy that you cant afford to be anything else.
THIS SPRING WE'VE MADE SPECIAL EFFORTS TO PREPARE FOR OUR FRIENDS
AN UNUSUAL DISPLAY AND STOCK OF THE FINEST CLOTHES WE CAN FIND.

Overcoats

Hart Schaffner & Marx
most perfect products, in a fine array of
new and pleasing fabrics, colors and patterns
you cant appreciate how good these clothes
are without seeing them; there are no
words we can use to convey to you the
beauty of the fabrics, the smartness of the
styles, the perfection of the tailoring,

here in all the favored models Chesterfield;
Ryton; topcoats; raincoats; autocoats. Many
of them you'll find silk lined; some with silk
to the edge. The fabrics are imported and
American weaves, grays, oxfords, black, and
many handsome mixtures in Scotch and
English cloths.

Suits
Our stock of Suits offers a very remarkable variety of fine colorings and patterns.
You will not see any similar goods anywhere else; patterns used by Hart Schaffner
& Marx are their' s exclusively; and our's
exclusively.

New ideas in Scotch cheviots, in heather shades, new, fine English and American worsteds; Irish
tweeds; grays, browns, blues, in all sort of handsome patterns; stripes, plaids, checks, plain colors;
smooth and rough weaves. Prices on these suits are from $20 up.
This Store is the Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

NATHAN

ALMQN

,

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

